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PREFACE 
Action research severely tests the theoretical developments of 
any scientific discipline. As with research directed toward more lofty 
ends, it requires that the theoretical formulation be stated in such a 
way as to permit verificati on or rejection of the relationships postu-
lated therein. Macro- sociological studi es of mobility and of education 
have served as the basis for action in the past, and many of their in-
sights have been incorporated into everyday practice. Onc e again, how-
ever, sociologists are called upon to apply their knowledge to a social 
problem--definition of the optimum setting for educational achievement 
among the culturally deprived. Although we have theory and research ex-
plaining the general conditions for mobility, educational achievement, 
and socialization, beyond this frontier, knowledge turns to speculation. 
Very few stUdies have explored the factors in the social network 
surrounding the "culturally disadvantaged" student whi ch encourage his 
upward mobility within our educational institutions. The need t o explain 
the particular social phenomenon, high educational achievement among cul-
turally disadvantaged junior high school students, raises exciting 
theoret i cal and methodological issues 'for an academic discipline accused 
of irrelevance by practitioners. 
Much of what ensues deri ves direc t ly from this confrontation 
with new social problems and the particular sociological problems of ex-
planation to which they point. The bulk of the t hesis is devoted to the 
iv 
development of a unified theoretical scheme by which we can utilize past 
research in study of a recurrent phenomenon l ittle studied by sociolo-
gists . The several chapters on the data represent but a preliminary sur-
vey of the population characteristics and of the most generalized rela-
tionshi ps between the variables. They do, however, demonstrate the 
potential utility of the theoretical scheme for study of the problem of 
social influences which affect educational achievement. 
As introduction we have chosen to focus primarily on two issues 
encountered in the definition of the scope of the study. In chapter one 
the contributions and limitations of theory and research in the field of 
social stratification are reviewed. The synthesis of this chapter leads 
to a more general discussion of assumptions in the second part of t he 
introduction. The postulates which are reviewed define both the philo-
sophical biases and the level of generalization at which conclusions may 
be accepted . 
In the second and major part of the thesis we dissect the 
theory behind each of the major variables and discuss the particular 
modificati ons which are incorporated into the research i ns trument. The 
chapter on reference groups is particularly long and detailed for several 
reasons . From the outset , it was apparent that the phenomenon we des i r ed 
to measure was not that commonly considered under the rubric "reference 
group ." Two other concepts , role model and identification are al so ex-
plored. Their utility for the particular sociological problem was con-
s i dered, and their l imitations are carefully noted. The outcome of this 
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literature search is the series of operational measures of reference 
group employed in the study. Hopefully, it is more carefully delingated 
than it has been in past usage . Chapter four, on design and major 
hypotheses, summarizes the methodological strategy developed through re -
view of similar studies. The three major hypotheses provide a focal 
point for preliminary analyses of the resul ts. 
The third part of the thesis is an initial description of the 
data. They present the simple relationships between academic achievement 
and the salient characteristics of reference groups (taken ad seriatum) 
in graphic form. Several interesting configurations in the data are re-
vealed by this particular form of presentation . Each of them is briefly 
explored for its potential in explaining the pattern of achievement . 
The summary and conclusion of the study are contained in the 
fourth section . Theoretical developments, preliminary conclusions from 
the data analysis, &~d some projections for further possibilities for 
research are included in the summary chapter . The conclusion contains a 
more personal postscript on the procedure and formulations included 
within the main body of the thesis. Hopefully lessons can be drawn from 
examination at this level as well as from review of the accumulated 
knowledge on the sociological problem itself. 
CHAPrER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS CONTEXT 
A. THE PROBLEM 
The aim of this thesis is t o test several propositions about 
the effect of people inside and outside of the school on the classroom 
performance of "culturally disadvantaged" seventh grade students. That 
some people are more important than others is a truism; but which people 
are more important is problematic. That high achievement in the class-
room is desirable is seldom questioned; what high achievement means is 
open to debate. That high achievement in school has some relationship to 
social and economic mobility is well established; its exact relationship 
remains unspecified. These questions all focus on one small aspect of 
social mobility. As such they represent a small part of the much larger 
problems of explanation of mobility in modern mass society. 
B. THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SOCIAL STRATIFICATION FRAMEWORK 
The diverse problems centering around patterns of social influ-
ence, the measurement of academic achievement, and social mobility cohere 
in the context of theory on social stratification and its dynamic processes. 
Social interaction is largely confined to persons of the same socio-
economic class . Because these people, by definition, have common styles 
of l ife, norms, and values, stratification theory is able ' to explain the 
actual and probable behavior of class members in general terms . Social 
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mobility is also measured from this baseline. To determi ne the social 
influences which prompt a change from one class to another, stratifica-
tion theory prescribes that we study interaction with persons of other 
classes who may represent new and different status attri butes. Another 
source of norms spurring mobility behavior may be the social institutions 
which have historically been avenues for mobility. In the United States 
educational and economic institutions have served this funct ion. Aca-
demic achievement is one formally recognized and rewarded form of accom-
plishment in the educational system. It may be considered one very 
specific form of mobility behavior. 
The assertion that social interaction is limited primarily to 
class e~uals is one of the major propos i t ions in stratificati on theory. 
Physical limitations of mass society on interacti on are not sufficient to 
account for the maintenance of this phenomenon. Ecological structure 
alone accounts for litt l e in t he choice of an" interpersonal environment. 
One of the major determinants of i nteraction networks, according to 
stratification theory, is the openness or closedness of the society. The 
validity of generalizations based upon social class would be incompre -
hensible in an "open" society. Social mobility would ipso facto be im-
possible in a "closed" social structure. In contrast t o the closed 
structure of the medieval estate system or of the contemporary vestiges 
of caste in India, the American situation comes closer to the ideal type 
11 • II open soclety. In thi s latter system, social mobility is a personal 
phenomenon, not hereditary or firmly fixed. 
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Not only does the open or closed character of a society under-
lie the assertion about interaction with class equals, it also determines 
the applicability of the reference group perspective used in presentation 
of the data. Only if personal mobility is possible, as in the United 
States, can a person exhibit behavior different from his class life 
style. It was incomprehensible that Thomas and Znaniecki would have 
talked about the reference groups of the Polish peasant. The immigrant 
ghetto was his world. Once barriers begin to dissolve, as one sees in 
The Urban Villagers, then mobility is present and reference group theory 
becomes a useful analytic tool. 
Also implicit in the presentation of American society as a 
relatively open system is the underlying assumption that whenever strati-
fication exists a pattern of interaction with fellow class members is 
"normaL" The debate which evolves in the following several pages is be-
tween two schools of thought on what is "normal" behavior for members of 
the lower class . The disagreement has inspired the development of a sig-
nificant literature describing both lower class culture and the upwardly 
mobile . These writings provide the foundation on which the highly 
specific concerns of this thesis have taken shape. 
One view of the social structure found in the writings of 
Herbert Hyman, Leonard Reissman, and Allison Davis, points to a signifi-
cant division between the values and behaviors of the middle and .the 
It • II 
lower or worklng 
1 
classes . Those who view American society from this 
perspective are often reacting to the Horatio Alger myth which dominates 
middle class thinking on the possibilities of social mobility. Hyman 
attributes ,the fact that individuals from lower strata are not likely to 
climb far up the economic ladder in part to the peculiar components of 
2 
the lower class value structure. To the middle class observer, lower 
class values involve less emphasis upon the achievement of goals which 
would in turn be instrumental for success. Allison Davis draws similar 
conclusions in his "Motivation of the Underprivileged Worker." He says 
workers of different classes are "reacting to different realistic situa-
tions. . . • Therefore their values and social goals are different. ,,3 
Leonard Reissman and S. M. Miller point out a number of values and be-
haviors peculiar to the working class subculture, among them the desire 
for security rather tha.T} mObility .
4 
They feel it is "not intrins ic in 
the stable pattern that middle class orientation emerge, but the stable 
1. For a study more focused on the problems of the educational setting, 
see Ralph Turner, The Social Context of Ambition (San Francisco, 
Calif .: Chandler Publishing Co., 1964), p. 13 ff. 
4 
2. See Herbert Hyman, "The Values Systems of Different Classes: A Social 
Psychological Contribution to the Analysis of Stratification," in 
Richard Bendix and Seymour Martin Lipset, Class, Status and Power 
(Glencoe: Free Press, 1953), pp. 426-441. 
3. Allison Davis, "The Motivation of the Underprivileged Worker" in 
William F. White, Industry and Society (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1946), 
p. 104. 
4. S. M. Miller and Leonard Reissman, "The Working Class Subculture: A 
New View," Social Problems, 9 (Summer 1961), 86-97. 
stage [of the working cl ass] would seem to be a necessary step i n most 
cases for the development of a middle class orientation. ,,5 
Of course, many others in sociology, anthropology, and modern 
literature have propounded a similar view of the working class. Perhaps 
5 
the best known are Oscar Lewis's "culture of poverty" theory which is ex-
pounded in his several ethnologies of lower class culture in Mexico, and 
Davis and Dollard's case studies of Negro children in Children of 
6 
Bondage . 
A second view of the social structure emphasizes the continuity 
in values, norms, and behavior which makes vertical mobility a natural 
pattern. The American myth of the classl ess society and the emphasis 
placed on ext ensive mobility assume a common American culture which is 
easily assimil ated by newcomers and upwardly mobile alike. 7 Although the 
contemporary bias in the discipline reflects an intellectual cynicism 
about the American dream, sociologists have also stressed the value inte-
gration which contributes t o this "openness" of our society. Robin 
Williams, in his American Soc iety, discredits earlier notions of "strain 
toward cons i stency" in societal values, but is, nevertheless, able to 
5. Ibid., 96. 
6. Also see Sinclair Lewis, The Jungle; Ignazio Zilore, Bread and Wine; 
Michael Harrington, The Other America; Herbert Gans, The Urban 
Villagers; James Baldwin, Nobody Knows My Name. 
7. See F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby; Theodore Dreiser's The 
Financier. 
identify several major val ue configurat ions in American culture which 
8 
hold for all cl asses . Talcott Parsons, using hi s pattern variables 
schema, is able to recognize a singl e more or less integrated system of 
value orientations in American society.9 Rober t K. Merton, another 
6 
structural functionalist, has also emphasi zed the value unity of our cul-
ture. 
It is only because behavior is typi cally oriented toward 
the basic values of society that we may speak of a human 
aggregate as comprising a society. Unless ther e is a deposit 
of values shared by interacting individuals , there exis t social 
relations6 i f disorderly interactions may be so called, but no society. l 
Assertions about the continued open- class nature of the 
Ameri can social structure have been supported not only by studie s of 
values, but also by citation of inst ances of social mobi lity . Natalie 
Rogoff has studied two time periods, centering in 1910 and 1940, t o de -
termine if there has been a change in the openness of Ameri can society in 
the intervening years .11 She asks, "Has more or less occupat i onal 
8 . Robin Williams, American Society (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), 
pp . 114-115 . 
9. Talcott Parsons , "General Theory in Sociology, " pp. 3- 38, in Robert 
K. Merton, Leonard Broom, and Leonard S. Cot trell, Jr. , eds., 
Sociol ogy Today (New York: Basic Books, 1959) . 
10. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Structure (Glencoe: Free Press, 
1957), p. 141. 
11. See Natalie Rogoff , "Recent Trends in Urban Occupational Mobility, " 
in Bendix and Lipset, Class, Status and Power, pp . 442 - 453 . 
mobility taken place than can be accounted for by current changes in the 
,,12 
occupational s t ructure? Because there was no change in the average 
7 
amount of mobility between the two periods, the author concluded that her 
evidence (although showing some structural changes) belied the notion 
that the social structure has grown more rigid. 
The preceding discussion has not sought to dichotomize social 
theories about t he pr esence of social mobility into two warring camps . 
The differences do illustrate how different subjects of study and oppos-
ing theoretical and value perspectives have led to contrasting conclu-
sions about the impact of American social structure on mobility. The 
existence of two possible pressu.res and two possible "normal" behaviors 
is more clearly demonstrated in a recent article by HYman Rodman on "The 
,,13 lower class value str etch . Rodman observes what has become obvious 
from the materials c i ted above! both that there are common values shared 
throughout the population and that there also exist class -specific 
values. He concludes that 
it is becaus e the lower cl ass person, to a degree, typically 
shares the middle cl ass values and holds values unique to the 
lower class that he is able to adapt to his cir cumstances 
without cert ain more specific phenomena, such as devianc e or 
revolution, being more evident
4
as actual or attempted r e-
sponses with the lower class . l 
12. Ibid. , p . 444. 
13 · HYman Rodman, "The Lower Class Value Stretch," Social Forces, 42 
(December 1963), 205-215 . 
14. Ibid., 214 . 
Once the lower class "stretch" has developed, the lower class person is 
in a better position to adapt to his circumstances because he has a wide 
range of values with which to operate. Concomitant with this, as Rodman 
perceptively notes, is a l esser degree of commitment to each of the 
values within the total range. 
8 
ROdman's observations about the lower class value - stretch are 
drawn from both schools described above . At the same time his research 
is significant because it heralds the beginning of more analytic studies 
on the mechanisms of social mobility . Unfortunately most studies of the 
particular structural components of mobility do not come from persons who 
see any r eason to fit their observations into either the phenomena of 
social mobility or within the context of more general stratification 
theory. There are several reasons why the study of social stratification 
has not produced any sizable body of literature on the mechanics of 
mobility within our society. First, the visibility of social stratifica-
tion as an important social phenomenon has occurred primarily since the 
rise of the industrial revolution and the breakup of the estate system. 
Like other social sciences, the youth of the study means that much effort 
is still concentrated in areas of general theory, description, and basic 
conceptual development . This short period for gro'Nth can also be traced 
to the primarily economic models of the early theorists who focused 
solely on economic stratification. The dif ferential distribution of 
rights and duties, values , and social power was largely neglected. Not 
until Weber's classic division into components of class, status, and 
9 
power did stratification theorists turn their attention to social vari-
ables. Finally, it is worth noting that while stratification theorists 
have certainly not neglected empirical work, most of their research has 
been macroscopiC and descriptive rather than microscopic and analytic. 
There are few intensive researches on the patterning of social and norma-
tive networks among the upwardly mobile . 
Studies of the family, voluntary associations, and educational 
sociology have developed conceptual schemes which funct ion well within 
the general framework of social stratification . At the same time, how-
ever, these institutional approaches l ack the general theoretical per-
spective which can account for influence s across institutional bounda-
ries . School performance i s profoundly affected by social class origins. 
Family planning and organi zation are essential for the lower class child 
to succeed in school . Family resources must be used efficiently and even 
residential mobility must be limited. One of the advantages of stratifi-
cation theory, despite its deficiencies in the explanation of social 
mobility, is its general inter-institutional perspective . 
My contention in the elaboration of a social s tratification 
framework has been to demonstrate its plausibility in the study of aca-
demic achievement as a form of social mobility. The focus on mobility 
has one other advantage for the study of changing behavi or patterns . 
Much social change in our society is already institutionalized. Unl i ke 
sweeping structural and cultural changes which upset social continuity, 
mobility is a coromon phenomenon. The study of mobility dynamics is 
10 
methodologically facilitated by clearly defined normative and structural 
constants . Their presence enables t he sociologist to contribute signifi-
cantly to the knowledge of social dynamics through the study of changes 
bounded by definable, if not set, social structure and culture . 
C. THE CONTEXT OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION: ITS WEAKNESSES 
If the framework of soc ial stratification provides a context 
for study of change and the inter-institutional nature of the resear ch 
reported below, i t cannot aid in answering many of the queries put to it. 
Most of the specific hypotheses t ested are drawn from alternative theo-
retical perspectives which will be reviewed i n the next several chapters . 
I shall attempt t o integrate some of these diverse perspectives into the 
study of social differentiat ion i n general and of hierarchical stratifi -
cation in particular. As an overview of the additional theoretical per-
spectives which are included, let us ask a few specific questions which 
have emerged in past study and in t he development of the research prob-
l em. They ser ve to illuminate f urther the theoretical problems r a ised by 
this particular f orm of soc ial mobility . 
(1) What, if any, is the relationship between mobility and academic 
achievement i n the school setting? 
Even to begin work on this problem one must establish some 
guidelines by which to identify the phenomenon of social mobility. 
Piti rim Sorokin~ while not concerned with an operational definit i on of 
the concept, gives the major dimensions. 
Social mobility [be it ver tical or horizontal] is the 
movement of individuals or groups from one soc ial positi on to 
another and the cir culation of cultural objects, values, and 
traits among indiv i duals and groups.15 
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Sorokin's extended discussion of vertical mobil ity in Theories of Society 
divides the concept into sever al different "ladders ": economic, occupa-
tional , and socio-politi cal. 
Another important conceptual distinction arose from a need to 
develop measures for mobility in Natalie Rogoff 's research on occupation-
al mobility. Mobility may stem from change i n the struct ure of the occu-
pational market , or it may r ef er to the actual advancement or l oss of 
occupational prestige . I f one recognizes that implicit in the phenomenon 
of social mobility is the element of change over time, then it is clear 
that two kinds of change are involved. Given a constant occupational 
struct ure (thus correcting for various soci al and technological changes ) , 
mobility would be due solely to the influence of differentially evaluated 
personal and social characteristics, such as talent, ambition, or family 
background, which individuals in the l abor for ce possess . The process of 
social mobility used as the paradigm in the research which follows is of 
this type. But instead of applying it solely to the occupational ladder 
(as does Rogoff), this same model must be fitted to the other bases of 
social stratification, economic and soci o-political . 
Using this second definiti on of mobility, one of t he principal 
15 . Pi tirim Sorokin, "Social Mobility," Encyclopedia of the Social 
SCiences, X (New York: Macmillan & Co., 1937), 554 . 
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llartnels for vertical movement in the social prestige structure is the 
school. Because our educational institutions are major avenues for 
personal mobility, one would expect a close relationship between educa-
tional measures of success and those employed in the larger society. As 
Orville Brim concludes in his Sociology and the Field of Education, how-
ever, there are little data on what educators and virtually nothing on 
what students and the public believe to be the ideal "classroom role. " 
Nowhere does the inability to specify educational success become more 
apparent than in the attempt t o establish the goals of a summer program 
of "special education" designed to encourage "mobility" among its par-
ticipants. Despite the potential flexib ility, the resort is to tradi-
tional methods or various philosophies of education. Because there is 
little concrete knowledge of the relative contributions of different edu-
cational practices t o social mobility or even more limited educational 
achievement, planners fall back upon tradition and speculation . A recent 
evaluation and follow- up study of a "Summer Science and Mathematics Pro-
gram for Talented Secondary School Students" also illustrates our present 
inability to measure the results of a program designed to "encourage the 
. ,,16 
scientific interests of high quallty ••• students. Cooley and Bassett 
were finally forced to evaluate the program on the basis of standardized 
16 . William W. Cooley and Robert D. Bassett, Evaluation and Follow-up 
Stud of A Summer Science and Mathematics Pro ram for Talented 
Secondary School Students, mimeographed abstract Cambridge: Harvard 
Graduate School of Educat ion, 1960). 
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achievement tests in mathematics and science, and career plans question-
naires. Who knows what high or low scores on these measures may indicate 
for either short or long term "scientific interests" of the participants? 
Quite obviously the relationship between various measures of 
academic achievement and social mobility has been established at only a 
very generalized level. Rather than extensive examination of the exact 
relationship at this point, the researches have concentrated on the 
measu~ement of achievement alone. Nevertheless, as one can see in 
Chapter V, an attempt is made to use indices of potential value for 
demonstrating this relationship at a later time. 
(2) Is there any constant social patterning which emerges as dis-
tinctive of "middle class mobiles," when compared with the "action 
seekers, " and "routine seekers" of Herbert Gans' Urban Villagers? 
Although the educational system provides one of the major 
channels for vertical mobility, the individual develops and maintains 
contacts in other institutional sectors of the society. One of the more 
exciting and perceptive accounts of these networks of social relation-
ships is found in Gans' account of the Italian-Americans of Boston's 
West End. Gans' contribution, however, is limited to a set of general 
observations. For the most part action- and routine-seekers are socially 
non-mobile, while in contrast, the middle class mobiles, although bearing 
a superficial resemblance to the routine seekers, strive to move them-
selves--or, more often, their children--into the middle class and out of 
the West End. Since "no middle class culture exists among West Enders, 
14 
• • mobiles have to model themselves on outsiders . As a result they must 
. ch themselves from relatives and old friends and are often rejected 
JE~ -va 
. these. ,,17 This basic proposition suggested by Gans and others, 18 that 
reference groupS outside the lower class environment function as important 
illodels for the middle class mobiles, focuses attention on the use of 
reference group theory in description of the social fields for upwardly 
mobile. A number of more specific problems are raised by the reference 
group perspective. Three of them follow. 
(2.1) Relatively how important are peer, home, school, and community 
reference groups in the determination of a student's academic perform-
anee? 
This ~uestion raises two issues pertinent to the interpretation 
of the thesis data. First, as I stated earlier in this chapter, 
processes of social influence readily cross institutional boundaries. 
This is especially true when such general changes in behavior as those 
encompassed in social mobility are involved. The types of social support 
encountered in the home, among relatives and friends, and in the communi-
ty all have potential bearing on academic achievement in the school. 
Secondly, once it is recognized that processes of social influences do 
17. Herbert J. Gans, The Urban Villagers (Glencoe: Free Press, 1962), 
p. 31. 
18 . See Peter Blau, "Social Mobility and Interpersonal Relations," 
American SOCiological Review, 21 (June 1956), 290-295; and Eugene 
Litwak, "Occupational Mobility and Extended Family Cohesion," 
American SOCiological Review, 25 (February 1960), 9-21. 
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croSS institutional boundaries, the empirical problem is to identify 
those sources of influence and to determine their relative importance i n 
the determination of levels of academic performance . The research is de-
signed to try t o make these identifications and to determine the distri-
but ion of their influence on achievement in this particular phase of the 
educational system. 
(2.2) What are the implications for social mobility of the socio-
logical observation that middle class value-ideals permeate even to the 
culturally disadvantaged? 
¥mmy sociologists assert that an important factor in modeling 
behavior is the normative rather than the social structure of the en-
. t 19 Vlronmen . S. N. Eisenstadt goes so far as to suggest that in recogni-
tion of the importance of the normative structure, we may wish to study 
reference norms rather than reference groups from which they are de-
. d 20 rlve .. Working from principles similar to those of Rodman (cited 
above) the thesis focus es on those in the social environment who, because 
of various social characteristics (or status attributes) may be diffusers 
of the middle class, mobility oriented culture. While mass media influ-
ences serve to diffuse much of the middle class value system t o all 
19. All sociologists recognize the importance of norms for determining 
social actions . In particular reference to this problem see Robert 
K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe : Free Press, 
1957), and James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society. 
20. S. N. Eisenstadt, "Studies in Reference Group Behavior, " ~ 
Relations, 7 (1954), 191-216. 
16 
:egments of the population, several studies on the "two step" pattern of 
.,ommunication still give an important place to the role of opinion 
21 
I;aders. The concentration on the school setting itself has been 
Cltilized because this institution is an important channel for the com-
munication of middle class norms and values of high achievement. 
(2.3) Are there differences between t he modes of social support en-
,~ountered by those doing well in school and those who are not ? 
This question about the modes of soc i al influence r epresents, 
in the eon ~t of this thesis, another means for giving differ ent i al 
weightings to the incumbents of t he many positions in the environment . 
Parents, for example, would be expected to exhibit a more diffuse, emo-
tionally supportive and nurturant role in their relationships wi th a 
child than would the teacher whose role performance calls for more 
specific, achievement-oriented expectations of her students. For this 
reason, parents may be more important for achievement tban teachers. Al-
though specific hypotheses are not embodied in the empirical work, t he 
issue of modes of social i nfluence raises many questions concerning the 
evaluative, cathectic, and cognitive content of social relations. These 
questions will ultimately have to be included in a comprehensive picture 
of the phenomena under study. The l imitations of this particular phase 
of the research have made it necessary t o defer major work on this prob-
lem until a later time. 
21. See Elihu Katz, "The Two-Step Flow of Communication: An Up-To-Date 
R
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The. social mobility framework and the series of specific ques-
tions which followed are the outgrowth of several initial explorations 
into the problem studied in the main body of the thesis. As stated 
above, the literature on social stratification includes few analytic 
studies on such specific forms of vert ical mobility as academic achieve-
ment . Therefore a variety of theoretical perspectives are utilized for 
the formulation of specific empir i cal propositions . These perspectives 
will be analyzed and applied further in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER II 
SOME BASIC POSTULATES 
Enumeration of t he postulates of this study provides the reader 
with an opportunity to observe the assumptions on which the research is 
based. In addition, it indicates the level at which the generalizations 
should be accepted. These postulates are for this particular research. 
Not that the assumptions stated herein would necessarily differ from 
those used at other times, but research in the social sciences may pro-
ceed at a number of different levels. The following sections include 
suppositions about personality, modes of social influence, conformity, 
and structural patterning. 
3.1. PERSONALITY: THE SOCIAL SELF AND THE CONSISTENCY OF IDENTITY 
Much social psychology centers around clarification and elabor-
ation on the concepts of social self and identity.l These researches, 
however, are far beyond the scope of our particular interests. The 
assumptions about personality are drawn from the work of several social 
psychologists. Particularly relevant are social interactionist, 
1. These basic postulates are implicit in the following chapter, for 
reference group theory assumes the subjective (although socially pre-
dictable) definition of significant others. 




The need for consistency and the reduction of dissonance among 
cognitive elements is a central proposition for the organization of both 
the social self and identity. Much material on perception of the social 
environment can be cogently organized around this simple "need.,,3 It is 
the first element in the postulate of personality. The second supposi-
tion is that the "self, " which is organized on the basis of consistency, 
is viewed as an object only through social interaction . 
Two of the precursors of contemporary symbolic interactionist 
theories were G. H. Mead and Charles Horton Cooley. Their "generalized 
other" and "looking glass self" were among the earliest insights in the 
study of social influence on personality formation. Both men refer to a 
characteristic of the "self" as an object of itself (social self), when 
the "role of the other is employed as a mirror, reflecting the expecta-
2. For more detailed accounts of these theories see: Leon Festinger, A 
Theory of Cognitive Dissonance; Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social 
SCience; George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self, and Society; Theodore 
Newcomb, Social Psychology; and Newcomb, Turner, and Converse, Social 
Psychology. For accounts of self and i dentity from the perspective of 
other disciplines see: Ruth Wyle, Self Concept, and Sydney 
Shoemaker, Self Knowledge and Self-Identity. 
3.. Other instances of the same proposition from which this abbreviated 
statement is derived can be seen in Festinger's principle of "cogni-
tive dissonance" and in Newcomb's "AillC" models. The implicit applica-
tion of a similar model to social phenomena can be seen i n Lenski's 
accounts of status inconsistency. 
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tions or evaluations of the self as seen in the other r Ol e .,,4 UtIlizing 
Mead's "taking t he role of the other," Shibutani, a contemporary soc i al 
interaction theorist, talks about the person who approaches the world 
from the standpoint of the culture of his group. "Since he defines ob -
jects, other people, the world, and himself from the perspective he 
shares with others, he can visualize his pr oposed line of action from 
this generalized standpoint, anticipate the reactions of others, inhibi t 
undesirable impulses, and thus guide his conduct . ,,5 This process, where-
by the self as object is defined through interaction with significant 
others in interaction with the "subject self," is the central statement 
of the social interactionist contribution . 
Study of the strain t oward cogni tive consistency, the first 
suppos i t i on about personality or ganization, has also been the object of 
much study . One concept i n which the striv i ng to reduce tension has been 
used as a motivati onal charact eri stic is "identity." Identity implies 
persistence, the existence of one and the same thing at different times and 
in different settings . Eric Erickson apparently had this in mind i n the 
development of identity as a function of stages in the life cycle .
6 
4. Ralph H. Turner, "Role Taking, Role Standpoint, and Reference Group Be-
havior," American Journal of Sociology, 61 (January 1956), 316- 328 . 
5. Tamotsu Shibutani, "Reference Groups as Perspecti ves, " American Journal 
of Sociology, 60 (May 1955), 562-569. 
6 . Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales, Famil Socialization and Interac-
tion Process (Glencoe : Free Press, 1955 also contains a reference to 
a model of discontinuous deve lopment similar to that out l ined by 
Erickson although less developed. 
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~~owing heavily and yet imaginatively from psychoanalytic theory, 
Erickson has developed a model of "ego-identity." Successive periods of 
psycho-social development (roughly analogous to the Freudian stages) are 
utilized to account for both the original choice of significant others at 
different times in the past, and for long term organization of their ex-
pectations to produce a consistent identity . Social interaction, as in 
the symbolic interactionist formulation, provides the context in which 
identity is developed. One gains the sense of personal identity by 10-
cating himself, at each stage, in a meaningful world . 
According to Erickson, identity formation begins early in 
childhood, when the usefulness of identification ends. 7 The final iden-
tity, which is the product of a long development largely unconscious to 
the individual, becomes fixed during adolescence . Like the partial iden-
tities of earlier stages, it is "superordinated to any single identifica-
tion wit h individuals of the past: it includes all significant identifi-
cations, but it also alters them in order to make a unique and reasonably 
coherent whole of them. ,,8 Ego identity grows from the ordering of former 
7. Identification refers to a state of affairs wherein the overt or covert 
behavior of the ego model (or person with whom the individual identi-
fies) is reflected in the overt or covert behavior of the identifier 
(see Robert Winch, Identification and its Familial Determinants (New 
York: Babbs -Merrill, 1962), p. 2). Identity, as distinct from iden-
tification, arises from a selective repudiation and mutual assimila-
tion of childhood identifications and their absorption into a new 
configuration . 
8. Eric Erickson, "The Problem of Ego Identity" in Maurice R. St ein, 
Arthur Vidich, and David White (eds.), Identity and Anxiety (Glencoe: 
Free Press, 1960), pp . 37-87, espec ially p. 46 . 
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social relations and identifications. The development of the final 
identity is a process wherein one minimizes the cognitive dissonance and 
develops a coherent view of himself and his world-view over time. 
Another example of dissonance reduction as a motivating prin-
ciple in personality is found in the Lewinian concept of "life space." 
In his field theory, "life space is defined so that at a given time it 
includes all the facts that have existence and excludes those that do 
not have existence for the individual or group under study. ,,9 Despite 
the obvious similarities between organization of life space and the de-
velopment of the concept of ego-identity, there is an important differ-
ence in emphasis. Lewin, and many other social psychologists, have 
stressed cognitive processes and the present environment. In contrast, 
psychoanalytic theory has been dominated by concentration on the past 
and the irrational. EriCkson has made an important contribution to an 
understanding of why the present life-space studied by the field 
theorist is ordered in one way rather than another. 
Despite the digression, this thesis is interested only in the 
development of two very general assumptions about personality which are 
relevant for understanding the reference group context. No attempt has 
been made to order the materials on how significant others are chosen. 
9. A helpful article which demonstrates the utility of considering both 
personality and environmental factors when predicting social action 
is J. Milton Yinger's "Research Implications of a Field View of 
Personali ty. " 
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The first postulate incl udes simply a recognition of (1) the i nteraction-
ist model for the development of the " self," and (2) an organizing and 
dynamic princ i ple of strain for cognitive consistency in time and space. 10 
3.2. MODES OF SOCIAL INFLUENCE 
The suppositions about socialization and social influence are 
closely linked with those about personality formulation and development 
which stress the continuity between past interaction, present behavior, 
and expectations about the future. March and Simon present a simple 
mechanical model of socialization which specifies two forms of influence 
assumed in reference group theory: (1) the presence of significant 
others from whose perspective a person views particular behavioral 
alternatives, and (2) the "act-in-process" which defines the context in 
which a particular reference group is evoked. Both the "aUdience" for 
whom actions are tailored and the situations in which a reference group 
perspective is used are relevant for explanation of the final behavior. 
In the March and Simon paradigm, the behavior of an organism 
10. Several specific works have contributed to empirical verification of 
these two assumptions about personality . M. M. Helper, Richard 
Videbeck and Alan Bates, Staines, and Simpson have all studied the 
influence of interaction on self concept and the performance of 
specific roles. There have also been several research works on the 
need for consistency. Particularly worthwhile are Gross, Mason, and 
McEachern's Explorations in Role Analysis, and Newcomb's Personality 
and Social Change. The former work uses role theory and the latter 
reference group theory as a basis for analysis. Both utilize a 
variation of the concept of "strain toward conSistency" or "reduction 
of tension. 1I 
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tnraugh any short interval of time can be accounted f or by (1) its in-
ternal state at the beginning of the interval, and (2) its environment at 
the beginning of the interval. In the human organism, the internal state 
(memory) is a function of history, and consists of partial and modified 
records of past experience. In addi tion, the memory content for any par-
ticular set of interactions can be divided into two parts. One part, the 
evoked set, exerts a significant influence on behavior at a particular 
time, while another and much larger part exerts little or no influence on 
. t t' ul t' 11 behavlor a a par lC ar lffie. 
With this model as background, the first form of influence in-
vo1ves slow changes in the total content of the memory. In sociological 
terminology this is often called socialization. SOCially manifested, it 
is the process whereby newcomers learn to participate effectively in 
12 
social groups . Socialization is a gradual accumulation of experiences 
wi th certain people, parti cularly those with whom we maintain both fre-
quent and long-term interaction. These persons are directly responsible 
for the internalization of norms. In addition they are important for the 
communication of social reward and status structures which provide moti-
vation. 
The second process of social influence comes from potentially 
11 . This view of personality is obviously consistent with the previous 
s t atements in postulate 3 .1, particularly those of Erickson and Lewin . 
12. See : Tamotsu Shibutani's SOCiety and Personality 
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rapid changes in the content of the evoked set. Because the relevant 
part of the memory is determined by stimuli in the environment, a second 
means whereby behavior can be influenced arises from the change in the 
immediate surroundings. A reference group varies in importanc e according 
to the frequency with which it is part of the evoked set. For a student 
who is continually working for grades, the reference group for academic 
achievement is, presumably, very impor tant . The social worker whom he 
sees only once a month is probably less relevant than his parents whom he 
sees daily. 
Clearly both processes of influence must be assumed for there 
to be utility in the reference group perspective. If proper environment 
exists then, according to this theory,13 the individual will adopt the 
norms of the reference group as part of his own perspective.
14 
3. 3. CONFORMITY 
In the previous postulate, the importance of socialization in 
the choice of reference groups was expl ained as a function of socializa-
tion and environment. Socialization, however, is not a process which 
stops abruptly at adolescence, leaving the individual with an immutable 
13 . The following chapter on reference group theory includes a long dis-
cussion of the environment i n which the reference group perspective 
i s important for determining social action . A briefer statement i s 
included under postulate 3 . 4. 
14. Ralph H. Turner, The Social Context of Ambition (San Francisco: 
Chandler, 1964 ), p . 219 . 
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personality. The relevancy of the normative structure is not maintained 
in a vacuum. Norms and values are identified with social "groups . " They 
condition our behavior and our expectations. 
The process whereby expectations of others are stabilized in-
evitably involves placement of those individuals in terms of some social 
scheme or categories. 15 Because norms themselves usually have social 
reference points, the postulate on conformity provides a link between the 
socialized man and his environment. It explains the importance of 
reference gr oups . Through them the individual defines the statuses and 
normative structure which are rewarding .
16 
Conformity to reference group norms is insured by two social 
processes: (1) the reward the norm itself will bring if obeyed, and 
(2) the social approval which will be won or lost from those with whom 
the individual interacts. While both reward processes contribute to con-
fOrmity, reference group theory emphasizes primarily the first aspect. 
Social psychologists using this theory have examined how each person has 
incorporated into his own perspective the expectations of others. He is 
able to anticipate their responses to his action and adjust to them in 
advance. The internalization of such a reference group means either that 
15. Muzafer Sherif and Carolyn W. Sherif, Reference Groups (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 73. 
16. Status, as a concept implying rank, is the sociological manifestation 
of the psychological concept of reward. ,Rewards are socially defined 
and meted out as increases in stat us. 
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conformity to a norm will be its own reward or that conformity will bring 
approval from others. Conformity to the norm will permit a person to en-
hance or maintain his status in some kind of real or i maginary reference 
,,17 
"group. 
In those instances where behavior appears t o deviate from 
accepted norms (in that social approval is withheld) the use of the 
reference group perspective still assumes conformity to be an organizing 
principle for social action. The problem is to find the reference norms 
to which the individual is conforming. As Sherif, who uses conformity as 
a central indicator of reference groups, states, we have to know what 
there is to conform to or depart from. The "what" refers to a person's 
reference group norms. They are held by reference individuals or groups. 
At one level, conformity can be seen as the social manifesta-
tion of an attempt to reduce personal tension. 18 For any single refer-
ence group, the individual will attempt to minimize the dissonance 
through conformity to what are perceived as the group, individual, or 
17. It should be recognized that social categories may be negative as 
well as positive frames of reference. In such cases "conforming" be-
havior is seen as deviation from the norms of one reference group, 
for it is the group which best embodies the norms held by the norms 
held by the individual who is deviating. Conformity in this instance 
is to an imaginary group whose norms are opposite of the norms of the 
negative reference group. This thesis deals only with positive 
reference groups. The limitation is a methodological simplification 
in design rather than a theoretical oversight. 
18. Theodore M. Newcomb, Ralph Turner, and Philip Converse, Social 
Psychology (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965), pp. 24-25. 
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social category's central values . According to reference group theory, 
the same tendency toward minimization of cognitive dissonance would also 
occur in the presence of several reference groups. A student, fo r 
example, may refuse an offer to carouse with his friends, reinforced (in 
a sense) by incorporation of parental expectations in his own perspecti ve. 
The reference group for this decision (those whose norms he has adopted 
for his own perspective) are not his fellow students, but the physically 
distant parents . 
Admittedly, the combination of past socialization (in which a 
particular reference group perspective is developed) and present social 
approval does not insure complete conformity to societal norms. Like-
wise, these two processes do not insure total compliance with all 
reference group norms and their behavioral implications. Within the in-
dividual and society alike, there is a latitude of acceptable behavior 
which is neither supported nor sanctioned by others . The degree of 
social distance characteristically maintained from other people is also 
important for the determination of the autonomy or compli ance with in-
ternalized reference group demands . Despi te these reservations, the 
"normal" pattern for the socialized man is one in which he seeks to 
maximize his own "socially determined" r ewards through conformity to t he 
values of those whom he emulates and through compliance with the demands 
of those whose approval he desires . 
3.!f. SOC 1AL PATTERNING 
Almost irrespective of provenience, sociological theory holds 
that identification with groups and with individuals occupying 
designated statuses does not occur at random, but tends to be 
patterned by the environing structure £9 social relationships and 
by the prevailing cultural traditions . 
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The reference group concept (developed extensively in the next 
chapter) has particular relevance for the identification of social 
p~tteruing in modern mass society. This fact is clearly illustrated by 
20 Sherif. As he points out, there is little need for the concept in a 
stable, integrated, and relatively less differentiated society. The 
primitive isolated communities studied by anthropologists earlier in the 
century were dominated by one world view. Communication networks per-
vaded the whole society, as did the common culture . Behavioral expecta-
tions were clearly defined. They were comparatively stable. In sharp 
contrast, the complicated, rapidly changing, extensive mass society is 
far more difficult, both to live in and to study. Vertical mobility, in 
particular, presents dilemmas and contradictions of statuses and the 
painful predicament of marginality created by demands and goals origina-
ting in different groups. The individual passes rapidly from one group 
situation to another from time to time. He reacts to the demands, 
19. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe : Free 
Press, 1957), p. 302. 
20. Muzafer Sherif, "The Concept of Reference Groups in Human Relations" 
in Muzafer Sherif and M. O. Wilson (eds .), Group Relations at the 
Crossroads (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953), pp. 203-231. 
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pressures and appeals of new group situations. One of the characteris-
tics of modern society is the simultaneous membership in a wide variety 
of social worlds. Participation in unrelated activities leads to seg-
mented life. The social influences on behavior are often unclear. The 
consistency in ties of membership in relation to a person's past and 
present identifications and his future makes possible some regulation of 
experience and behavior with reference to basic values and norms. 
Reference group theory aims at the identification of social 
patternings which provide for continuity by focusing on social actions 
which at first exhibit little consistency. In cases where a person seems 
to have a choice between two courses of action why does he choose one 
rather than another? Numerous studies have indicated that the major 
sources of an individual's weighty attitudes and significant behaviors 
are the values and norms of the groups to which he relates himself, 
i.e., his reference groups.21 In fact, the normative structure of his 
reference groups constitute one of the major anchorages for the values 
and norms around which his experience of self identity and world view are 
organized. Social structure and culture are responsible for the social 
patterning of reference groups in the population of this thesis. The 
environment is important in the structuring of subjective perception. It 
can be studied as a function of social organization. 
21. Ibid., p. 207 . 
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The fourth general postulate is that the choice of reference 
groupS--conformity to the primary and secondary norms of the group whose 
perspective has been assumed--is a function of one's interpersonal rela-
tions . The extent to which the culture of a group or values of an indi-
vidual serve as a matrix for organization of perception, comparison, or 
aspiration, is dependent upon one's relationship and personal loyalty to 
others who share that outlook. The selection of significant others is a 
consequence of participation in cornman communication channels. This 
ba~ic supposition is frequently overlooked in mass society where varia-
tions in outlook arise through differential contact and association, and 
through maintenance of social distance. These processes lead to the 
formation of many different individual "frames of reference" within a 
single society. Thus, for example, the lower class population of this 
study has developed different modes of life and outlook (see Chapter I) 
not because of anything inherent in economic position, but because simi-
larity of occupations and limitations set by income dispose them to cer-
tain restricted networks of interaction and communication. Because in-
teraction varies in stability and extent, social worlds differ in compo-
sition, size, and territorial distribution of participants. This differ-
entiation in mass society is one of its more pervasive structural 
features. It accounts for the utility of reference group theory. 
Two factors are critical in the structure of reference group 
orientations for the individuals studied in this thesis. The first is 
the stage in the life cycle. Not only does the period of adolescence 
dictate the institutions in which a person will participate, but i t also 
affects the way in which he will view his soc ial involvement . Adolescence 
is a time of rapid change in social expectations, in perspective and in 
identity. American adolescence is epitomized by an unstable identity in 
which the relations between past, present, and future are unclear. Social 
expectations are frequently divergent; behavi or manifests great irregu-
larities. Final identity formation, according to Erickson, occurs during 
tlle trying times of this psycho-social moratorium. Later values , norms , 
and styles of living are crystallized in adolescence . Kurt Lewin places 
special emphasis on two changes which occur during this period: (a) the 
widening of the life space (geographically, socially, and in time per-
spective), and (b) the cognitively unstructured character of the new 
situation. 22 They have impor tant effects on the regularity of soc i al 
patterning. 
The second structural fac tor important for the population is 
the stable lower class background which i s common to all the students. 
The i mpact of this heritage on the structural patterning of potential 
significant others is relatively straightforward. The structure of the 
lower class kinship systems, the extent and variety of participation in 
voluntary gr oups, the occupational structure, and the recreational 
habits which persist in this setting have all been well described. Some 
of the literature has been reviewed in the prev ious chapter. 
22. Kurt Lewin, "The Fiel d Theory Approach to 







Somewhat more difficult to study is the illIpact of "culture" on 
the choice of reference groups. Much less work has been done in this 
area, partly because accurate and easily reproducible data are difficult 
to obtain. Some of the more general components of this subculture are 
the lack of emphasis on worldly success and community prestige which are 
so highly valued in middle class settings; emphasis on stability and 
tradition; and the illIportance of the family as a unit of social and eco-
" t" 23 nomic organlza lon. Those who have stressed the pervasive character of 
middle class values into the culture of the lower class, cite the con-
tinued reality of the American dream. There is always the hope that 
children with adequate education can bridge the gap into the middle 
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class. 
Both stage in the life cycle and the milieu of the working 
class culture affect the choice of reference groups for t his study. 
Their structural patterning makes them subjects for soc i ological analysis . 
A brief summary of the basic postulates shows both their extent 
and their interrelationships: 
(1) Personality: organized around a striving for cognitive 
23 . See Herbert Hyman, "The Value Systems of Different Classes"; S. M. 
Miller and Frank Reissman, "The Working Class Subculture: A New 
View"; Frank Reissman, Culturally Deprived Child; Herbert Gans, Urban 
Villagers; and Peter Blau, "Social Mobility and Interpersonal Re~ 
tions. II 
24. See Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure and 
"Refe"rence Groups for the Upwardly MObile"; Turner, The Social Con-
text of Ambition . 
consistency and developed through interacti on with others. 
(2) Socialization : the influence of past learning (for range of 
valued norms and behaviors which char act erize reference groups) and the 
immediat e stimulus of the environment (for determination of the evoked 
set) ar e both necessary to explain the operations of referenc e group 
theor y . 
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(3) Conformity: The social manifestation of t he actor's attempt to 
minimize cogniti ve dissonance as exhibited in his choice and ranking of 
reference groups . His behavior is attributable in part t o the r eference 
group norms to which he conforms in an attempt to maintain a valued 
status. 
(4) Social Patterning: t he assumption that both the stages in the 
life cycle and the socia-cultural environment of the stable lower cl ass 
are critical for determination of regularly patterned significant others 




The reference groups supporting high and low educational 
attainment among "culturally disadvantaged" junior high school students 
are the independent variables. There is sufficient literature on refer-
ence groups to permit the assumption that all students have one or more 
significant others of varying importance for the determination of their 
educational behavior. The purpose of this study is not to demonstrate 
this point. Instead, the object is to see which of the many groups and 
individuals in the environment of the subjects shows the statistically 
most significant relationship to high and low academic achievement. Not 
until reference groups have been reliably identified does one encounter 
the theoretical and research problem of how the social structure of the 
situation encourages particular status similarities and values to become 
the basis for behavior while others are ignored. 
In this chapter we develop the concept of reference group quite 
fully and stress its utility for explanation of the data. In the first 
part, the utilities and disadvantages of the concept of social class are 
reviewed. We place particular emphasis on the implications of a refer-
ence group framework in the use of class as a rough predictor of educa-
tional and other behaviors. In the second phase of the discussion the 
concept of reference group itself is developed. The relationship between 
reference group theory and the work of social interaction theorists is 
discussed. Of spec ial importance are the reasons for the choice of this 
particular f ramework from several alternatives. The third section i s a 
short development of the concept i n recent research. The fourth part in-
cludes a review of literature on the r ef erence groups f or educational 
performance . Finally, we develop specific measures for the i dentifica-
tion of educational reference groups . 
A. SOCIAL CLASS: ITS RELEVANCE FOR REFERENCE GROUP TREORY 
Stratification t heory is the framework for organization of the 
findings . It permits the i ntegration of otherwise disparate elements and 
places the study of educational attainment within the context of social 
mobility. Social class remains a reasonabl y accurate uni t for analysis 
because it i s a catchall concept describing a large body of social 
characteristi cs in the self-contained life styles of large segments i n 
the populat i on . Class predi ctable behavior can be identified because 
people in these large categories exhibit many of the same soc i al charac-
teristics . Numerous sociological st udies have used the concept for this 
reason. Rogoff has found I.~. to be positively correlated with social 
class. Kohn has explored the r elationship between social class and 
parental values and discovered significant i nter corr elations . Rosen and 
D'Andrade have found posit ive corr e l a tions between class structure of the 
high school and striving for soc ial mobility. In each case the concept 
has the ability to predict . Yet because it is not a unitar y concept, it 
may be possible to predict more exac t ly by br eaking it down into its 
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~~aL dimensions. Social class is one of the most important concepts 
in stratification theory, but it can scarcely be the focus of attention 
in applied work: one does not change a person's social class to el i mi-
nate or encourage a particular form of action on his part. For any kind 
of social engineering we must proceed differently. 
For the particular problem of mobility, social class is not an 
accurate predictor, because mobile and non-mobile persons share class 
characteristics. Mobile and non-mobile must in some way exhibit 
different constellations of status characteristics. The particular 
collections of norms and values present among the upwardly mobile may 
represent some form of subculture within the larger social class. Prob -
ably it. represents a peculiar mixture of orientation adopted from two 
social classes . 
Beneath this problem one can see the poss ible utility of t he 
reference group perspective . The very fac t that the synthetic concept of 
class is shorthand for interactions with many groups. indicates that some 
parts of the total may have greater relevance in the determination of 
academic achievement than others. One of the important dimensions of 
social influence implicit in social class is the presence of r eference 
groups whose norms have been internalized (primary norms) or whose 
approval is valued (secondary norms) by the actor . But the fact that 
something--the social norm--consists of the appraisals of other people 
immediately links the question of what to the question of who the people 
are whose appraisals count for the individual. l Reference group theory 
is a complement to the study of social stratification and mobility. 
I n explaining mobility behavior reference group theory has one 
advantage over the stratification framework . A common theory can be used 
to explain the constant pattern of reference orientations and the dynamic 
changes in the frames of reference for different forms of behavior . It 
is also more limited than the theor y of social class for i t eliminates 
emphasis on coercion and constraint. Reference groups are important 
solely because of the i nternalization of pr imary and secondary norms. 
They constitute the structure of expectations imputed to some group or 
audience for whom one organizes his conduct. This thesis is designed to 
explore, beyond the general variable of social class, the inter- and 
intra-class patterns of reference for academic achievement of high school 
students. 
B. WHY REFERENCE GROUP THEORY? 
Why study patterns of reference ? Would it not be more fruitful 
to study role expectations or mechanisms of social control which con-
tribute to one form of academic achievement or another? One of the prin-
cipal reasons for using reference group theory was an attempt to break 
away from the institutional boundaries which are useful primarily for 
1. Carolyn and Muzafer Sherif, Reference Groups (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1964), p. 5 . 
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~1~dleS of organizational pressures on behavior. At the same time, 
reference group theory in studying the subjective rather than the objec-
tive definition of the environment takes a different emphasis from many 
sociological studies. Since Durkheim, sociologists have been committed 
to explanation of social facts by reference to other social facts. For 
some, the rejection of the psychological reductionist position--in which 
all social forms could be traced to individual motives--has led to the 
opposite error--neglect of the subjective point of view. By focusing on 
the elements of the individual's decision to act, reference group theory 
(and role theory as used by GOode)2 avoids the pitfall of supposing that 
people carry out their obligations because they are "functional" for the 
society. As I have tried to point out in the previous chapter, most 
sociological analyses at least implicitly recognize the deficiencies in 
reasoning directly from social fact to social fact. 3 Reference group 
theory carries this recognition of personality variables one step 
further. Because of differences in cognition, the impact of the social 
environment is not uniform for all individuals or groups. Cognitive 
styles are learned. They are a function of placement in the social 
structure. For this reason they are sociologically predictable. In 
2. William J. Goode, "A Theory of Role Strain, " American Sociological 
Review, 25 (August, 1960), 483-496. 
3. Alex Inkeles, in an article entitled "Personality and Social Struc-
ture" (in Robert K. Merton, Leonard Broom, and Leonard Cottrell, 
Sociology Today) outlines a convincing argument for inclusion of 
personality variables in the S-R framework of Durkheim. 
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social psychology where the concept of reference group originated, it 
focused primarily on the responses of the individual to his interpersonal 
and more extended social environment. In sociology, the concept can help 
clarify our understanding of the structures of society and their impact 
on social action by showing how they are subjectively defined. We can 
learn about the consequences of social structures for behavior without 
losing our structural perspective.
4 
The question of "why study patterns of reference" is important 
for another reason. Role theory also recognizes the subjective defini-
tion of the environment. It refers to behavioral expectations as defined 
by the actor himself and has been subjected to much more extensive theo-
retical development than the concept of reference group. Why not use it 
instead? There are several reasons. 
As stated above, this thesis makes no attempt to identify 
specific roles of academic achievers. Instead we want to know what are 
the reference groups which encourage the many possible roles included in 
this general form of mobility behavior. Many of those who are reference 
groups for high achievement probably do not know what specific roles are 
required. Many whose role performance is copied are irrelevant as 
4. It should be made explicit that use of "subjective perception" of the 
environment does not mean the individual is able to verbalize this 
organization. Social influence can affect behavior without being 
either felt or understood. This thesis attempts to demonstrate that 
it is possible to identify the reference groups using sociological 
variables and statistical techniques, without asking how the indi-
vidual himself defines them. ---
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reCer<mee groups . Their behaviors are imitated, but the motivat ion for 
imitation comes from others. 'Role theory has traditionally been limited 
to situations in which one can specify clearly defined roles. These in-
clude prescriptions of very specifi c behaviors. A person has few alter -
native ways of fulfilling a particular r ole, be it defined by himself or 
someone else . He can imperfectl y perceive the demands of the r ol e or be 
unable to meet the ideal demands, but that is another issue. Even in the 
case of role strain, the behavioral alternatives remain clear: one may 
bargain by sacrificing a part of the role performance , but the sacrifice 
usually takes behavioral and not normative form. Values and behaviors 
not concerned with the performance of a role are irrelevant. In contr ast 
to role analysis, reference group theory has been most consistent ly 
applied to situations in which social expectations are not readily de-
fined . Very often it is applied to situations in which behavior is not 
concretely prescribed. According to Goode , "Role relations are seen as a 
consequence of 'role bargains, ' and as a continuing process of sel ecti on 
among alternative role behavior s , in which each individual seeks to re-
duce his role strain. ,,5 Shibutani' s review of the literature on refer-
ence group, on the other hand, "reveals that all the discussions of 
reference gr oups involve some identifiable grouping to which an actor is 
related in some manner and the norms and values shared in that 
5. William J. Goode, "Role Strain," p. 483. 
,,6 (Underlining in both quotes is my own.) grOUP· 
The distinction between the organizational (or structural) and 
the normative (or cultural) aspect of a group illustrates the differ ence 
in emphasis of role and reference group theories . Structurally, the 
group members are related to one another with definite role expectations 
involving status differentiation and task differentiation among them.· 
While the structure is important in determining the normative aspect of 
the group, i t is insufficient to permit the group to become a reference 
group for other than these structurally prescribed behaviors . A group 
also has a code or set of values which are peculiar to the particular 
formation and are in addition to what group members share in other r e-
spects wi th other people in their community. These norms are an essen-
tial product of group formation . This code comes to define and regulate 
what is acceptable and desirable in the attitudes and behaviors of group 
members. The frame of reference is dependent on these norms . 7 
In sum, each person may be said to act for some kind of audience- -
reference group or reference individual, real or imagined. He tries to 
maintain or enhance his standing in some kind of reference group whose 
norms have become his own. Much of a person's voluntary conduct in un-
structured situations is difficult to understand without identification of 
6. Tamot su Shibutani, "Reference Groups as Perspectives, " American Journal 
of Soci ol ogy, 60 (May 1955), 562. 
7. Sher i f and Sherif, Reference Groups, pp. 53-54. 
theSe reference norms and the significant others with whom they are asso-
ciated. An individual's frame of reference is his conception of his be -
havior, as seen from the standpoint of his audience . 
C. THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN REFERENCE GROUP THEORY 
Reference group theory was anticipated by the work of social 
int eractionists like Cooley and Mead. According to Mead, "the indivi dual 
experiences himself as such, not directly, but only i ndirectly, from the 
particular standpoints of other individuals of the same group, or from 
. ,,8 
the generallzed standpoint of the group as a whole to which he belongs. 
Significant others for Mead are these groups of which the individual is a 
member. These groups yield the significant frame of reference for self-
evaluation. 9 The recent work of Carolyn and Muzafer Sherif continues 
this tradition, emphasizing groups in which a person is a member as sig-
nificant frames of reference. The principal hypot hesis of this classical 
form of reference group theory has been concisely summarized by Merton: 
"Insofar as subordinate or perspective group members are motivated to 
affiliate themselves with a group, they will tend to assimilate the senti-
ments and conform with the values of the authoritative and prestigeful 
t 
,,10 
s ratum of that group . 
8. George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self and Society (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1934), p. 138. 
9. Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe : Free 
Press, 1957), p. 293· 
10. Ibid., p. 254 . 
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This formulation imposes serious limitations on the concept. 
In more recent usage, the term "reference group" is something of a mi s-
nomer, for the term applies not only to groups, but to individuals and to 
social categories as well. Beneath this definitional clarification lies 
a more important contribution of reference group theory which is largely 
ignored by those who concern themselves solely with membership groups. 
Sociology has long focused on the social frame of reference yielded by 
the groups of which men, are a part. There is, however, the further fact 
tbat men frequently orient themselves to groups other than their own in 
shaping their behavior and evaluations. It is the set of problems 
centered around this fact of orientation to non-membership groups (also 
individuals and social categories) that constitutes the distinctive con-
n cern of reference group theory. One of the first recognitions of this 
fact comes from the studies of Merton and Kitt. In their re-analysis of 
The American Soldier, serendipity in the data contributed to the develop-
ment of three possible frames of reference. 
First to be distinguished in the revision of t he findings were 
the attitudes held to be influenced by comparison with the situation of 
others with whom soldiers were in actual association, in sustained social 
relations. A second frame of reference implied a base of comparison with 
those men who were in some pertinent respect of the same status or in the 
same social category. The third comparison was assumed to be with those 
n. Ibid., p. 282. 
who were in some particular respect of different status or in a different 
12 
social category. 
Explanation of the differences in these three frames of refer-
ence led Merton to explore two major mcdifications of the i nitial refer-
ence group hypothesis . Initially , research led him to infer the pr esence 
of non-membership groups as significant f rames of reference . Subsequent-
ly he i dentified the importance of multiple reference group perspectives 
in determining the impact on behavior of any single group . The reference 
groupS varied depending on the particular type of behavi or or attitude in 
question. 
This development in reference group theory provides a setting 
for the general (revised) hypothesis wi th which Merton concludes : "Some 
similarity in status attributes [also called social characteri stics, 
norms, and values in this t hesis ] between the individual and the refer-
ence group must be perceived or imagined, in order for comparison to 
occur at all. Once this minimal similarity obtains , other similari ties 
and differences pertinent t o the situat ion will provide the context for 
h . . ,,13 s ap~ng evaluatlons. 
Identification of gr oup membership as a basis for significant 
frames of reference, like the use of social class, represents a particu-
lar case of a more general reference group phenomenon. The quality of 
12. ~., p . 23l. 
13. Ibid . , p . 242. 
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~ferEOCC groups, as those groups, individuals, or social categories 
whose norms provide an outlook f or determining behavior, lies at the 
henrl of this thesis. Numerous instances of reference behavior are well 
documented. The existence of reference groups as important referents for 
SQcial action is now a truism in sociology. Identification of the status 
attributes of reference gr oups for high and low achievers is one of the 
focii for r esearch. Presumably, if reference groups are important for 
the determination of academic attainment, then there will be significant 
differences between the social characteristics of reference groups for 
bigh and low achievers. 
All discussions of reference groups involve some identifiable 
social category to which an actor is related in some manner and the norms 
11 u14 and values shared in that group. The most recent development in the 
theory centers around the different modes of social influence which are 
lumped together in the single concept of reference group . Because we are 
studying a more general phenomenon, no attempt has been made to sort out 
the possible variations in modes of influence . The Mertonian concepts of 
II • II It • II normat l ve and comparatlve reference groups are both included in the 
14. Not only may actual individual and social categories serve as points 
of reference, but imaginary and constructed reference groups are also 
used. Elizabeth Batt feels that social class, for example, is a con-
structed reference group. Her researches in Great Britain support 
her contention that social class is an audience to which people pro-
ject their own respective expectations and of which they do not, in 
fact, possess accurate knowledge. 
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f ' 't' 15 )perational de ~n~ ~on. Reference group theory, with its stress on the 
fact that individual actions are strongly influenced by reference group 
n0rIDS, avoids the pitfalls of supposing that people carry out their obli-
gations because these are "functional" for the society. At the same 
time, it refers to behaviors which are neither compromises between 
specific role alternatives nor defined by concrete behavioral expecta-
tions. Because neither functionality for the society nor prescription of 
specific behavioral alternatives is applicable for this situation, then 
sGcial action is limited primarily by the normative structure of an indi-
vidual'S frame of reference which may be identified by its structural 
16 
counterpart, the reference group. 
16a 
Norms can be of two types, as described above. Thus, reference 
groups in which the relevant norms are located, may be said to exert two 
forms of influence on behavior. The importance of these norms does not 
exclude, however, the presence of structure in the determination of 
15 · For further elaborations on the modes of influence see: Robert K. 
Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure; Tamotsu Shibutani, 
"Reference Groups as Perspectives"; Harold H. Kelley, "Two Functions 
of Reference Groups"; and Ralph H. Turner, "Role Taking, Role Stand-
point, and Re:(,erence Group Behavior." 
16. s. N. Eisenstadt has pointed out that in all the discussion about how 
reference groups are chosen a very basic assumption has been 
slighted--conformity to the norms of the group whose perspective has 
been assumed. In recognition of this he speaks of reference norms as 
the critical variables for reference "group" behavior. Reification 
of the norms into structural groups is merely a convenience to permit 
identification. It should not obscure the importance of the norms 
themselves. 
16a. See pp. 37-8 of this thesis. 
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. ~~vement behavior in the educational system. In fact, the structure 
is important in assessment of reference group location. At the same 
time, the concentration on normative determinants does not preclude the 
importance of force for limiting behavioral alternatives. Most conform-
ing behavior, however, is dependent on rewards rather than sanctions. 
The use or threatened use of deprivation is but a small part of social 
control.17 The major proposition on which the findings are based is 
that academic achievement is a function of reference group influences 
which prescribe the norms delimiting particular forms of academic be-
havior. If this is true, then variation in social influence will 
parallel the importance of reference groups and the differences in 
achieving behavior will be closely related to particular status attri-
butes of these groups which are, in turn, indicative of particular value 
and normative orientations. 
There are two outstanding limitations to this theoretical ex-
planation of the results. The first area of slippage (because the exact 
relationships between behaviors and norms has never been well described) 
is in the individual's inference from status attributes to normative 
structure. The second weakness is in the translation of these various 
reference norms to achievement behavior. If one can assume, as this we 
17. Influence, according to Dahl and Easton, refers to t he process where-
by others are induced to act in a way they would not otherwise act. 
Power is a special application of influence in which action is 
effected through actual or threatened deprivation for non-conformity . 
must, that these two processes are constants for all subjects, then we 
can draw the relationships between status attributes of different refer-
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The discussion of reference group theory can be quickly surnmar-
ized to provide a background for discussion of the literature in the next 
section of the chapter. There are three major points. 
(1) It is evi dent from the study of social class and other socio-
logical concepts that the basic postulates of reference group theory have 
long been implicit in sociology . Reference groups appear to be frames of 
reference held in common by a proportion of individuals within a social 
category sufficiently large to give rise to definitions of the situation 
characteristic of that category.1S 
(2) Reference group theory provides for a "subjective definition" of 
the environment from which one can proceed to study status similarities 
0r differences) which become the bases for comparison. While one can 
study the social sources of reference group orientations, we explore the 
impact of reference groups on particular forms of behavior instead. 19 
(3) The most important contribution of the reference group framework 
is its utility in directing attention to a variety of possible status 
attributes which are important for assessing the salience of the refer-
ence group norms. Implicit in the structural concept of status is a 
certain normative structure. Reference norms, in turn, influence be-
havior. 
18. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure, p. 244. 
19· The existence of reference groups is assumed, but they are not all 
equally important. Several measures of salience are utilized for 
this reason. 
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One of the aims of reference group theory is to seek out the regularities 
of social patterning. The normative structures implicit in the status 
attributes of reference groups are often consistent with social act ions 
when the norms defining approved behavior within the membership group are 
not. 
D. REFERENCE GROUPS FOR EDUCATIONAL BEHAVIORS: A REVIEW OF PAST 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
There is a large body of literature on the funct i ons and 
possible locations of significant others for the socially mobile . The 
studies reviewed in this section are selected from much past research and 
speculation on the location and modes of social influence. Some report 
merely on the identification of other social phenomena which are related 
to mobility or academic achievement. Others go more deeply into the con-
tent of communication and interaction itself. 
One of the most important studies on the location of signifi-
cant others for academic achievement was conducted by Brookover, 
20 
Patterson, and Thomas. They report responses to two related quest i ons : 
(1) who are the people who are important in your life? (a general refer-
ence group is supposed to be identified here), and (2) who are the people 
who feel concerned about how well you do in school? As the two tables 
20. Wilbur B. Brookover, Ann Patterson, and Shailer Thomas, The Relation-
ship of Self- Images to Achievement in Junior High School Subjects (E. 
Lansing: Office of Research and Publications, Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1962), mimeographed as HEW Cooperative Research Project #845. 
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beloW reveal, rank orderings differ for sex and over- and under-achieve-
ment • Nevertheless, some general patterns can be observed. 
TABLE I 
Percent Naming at Least One Person 
in Each Category as "Important" 
Male Male Female Female 
Significant over- under- over- under-
Other achiever achiever achiever achiever Total ---
Parents 100 100 100 100 100 
School personnel 74 37 52 65 62 
Adult relatives 47 43 52 57 50 
Peer relatives 59 48 74 70 63 
Other adults 24 26 10 13 18 
Peers 44 43 52 48 47 
Others 18 4 10 00 9 
TABLE II 
Percent Naming at Least One Person 
in Each Category as "Concernedl1 
Male Male Female Female 
Significant over- under- over- under-
Other achiever achiever achiever achiever Total ---
Parents 97 100 94 96 96 
School personnel 91 91 65 91 84 
Adult relatives 41 35 45 26 38 
Peer relatives 26 17 35 17 25 
Other adults 6 00 3 9 4 
Peers 18 00 35 22 20 
Others 0 00 00 4 1 
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The s~udy of significant others for the choice of vocation has revealed a 
. 21 
similar order~ng. 
Three influences have often been studied as sources of mobility 
aspirations and behaviors. They are the school setting, the family, and 
s0cial class. The researches reported in the subsequent pages have not 
been related to the specific phenomenon of social mobility. Neither have 
tRay been tied to the reference group theory utilized in the analysis of 
the data which follows. Nevertheless, their contribution is clear. They 
illustrate numerous mechanisms of mobility examined in the thesis. Like 
the descriptive studies of lower class culture and mobility, these re-
searches provide a foundation for my own hypotheses. 
D.l. The School and Reference Group Behavior 
Three sets of research give evidence of the importance of edu-
cational institutions in providing a frame of reference for social 
action: 
The first study, reported by James S. Coleman,22 is one of several 
later incorporated into the author's The Adolescent Society. Coleman 
discovered what initially appeared to be shocking results on the 
21. Anne Roe, in research cited by Gross (Harvard Educational Review, 
1953), has summarized studies of reported influence on vocational 
choice. Her ordering of importance was as follows: (1) parents, 
(2) other relatives, (3) friends or other students, (4) teachers, 
(5) people in the vocation, (6) books and magazines, (7) abilities, 
(8) school subjects, (9) tried and liked the vocation, and (10) best 
school marks. 
22. James S. Coleman, "Academic Achievement and the Structure of Competi-
tion," Harvard Educational Review, 29 (Fall 1959), 330-351. 
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disrepute of academic achievement orientations in American high schools. 
This observation led him to intensively examine the social demands and 
constraints of school organization to which adolescents are subject. If 
the extensive uniformity in findings indicated anything, it was that the 
structure of the school itself may help to generate norms contradictory 
to the formal goals of the educational institution. Although he does not 
apply reference group theory to the problem, Coleman briefly examines 
those demands and constraints in the school setting which make it analo-
gous to a total institution. This structure functions to exaggerate the 
importance of the peer reference group and the accompanying pattern of 
collective response which labels the superior student a "damned average 
raiser." Here the "organizational" structure of the school contributes 
to a set of norms which holds down achievements and produces in students 
conflicting reference group expectations and motivations--be one of the 
fellows and don't work too hard, or work hard and ignore the group.23 
A second group of studies focuses on the school class as a social 
setting in which one encounters ~ peer and teacher-student relation-
ships in interaction.
24 
Wilber Brookover has established a research 
23. Also see: James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society; James S. Coleman, 
"Adolescent Subculture and Academic Achievement"; Paul Bullock and 
Robert Singleton, "Minority Child in the Schools"; J. Wayne 
Wrightstone, "Demonstration Guidance Project in New York City"; and 
J. Whipple, "Multi-Cultural Primers for Today's Children" for related 
observations. 
24. See Talcott Parsons, "The School Class as a Social System: Some of 
its Functions in American Society . 
design to examine t he proposition that the teacher's c l assroom r ol e in 
r elat i on to his pupils is a signifi cant part of the learning situation . 
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A quantitative analysis of the dat a revealed that by using an absolute 
measure of achievement (the incorporation of history information ) those 
t cacll¢Xs who maintain congenial "democratic " relationships with their 
children. teach significantly less than those who assume mor e "autocratic " 
roles. On the other hand, Staines has demonstrated that teachers, 
through their roles as significant others can alter the sel f - concept of 
their students by making positi ve comments to them as well as creating an 
atmosphere of greater psychol ogical security . In general, the importance 
of classroom roles of teachers has been under-estimated as a significant 
factor in the choice of teachers as a reference group for behavior. This 
is reflected in the lack of concrete measures for the impact of teacher-
reference groups .25 
The t hird set of studies centers ar ound the development of student 
subcultures and their relevance for cl assroom perf ormance . Muzafer and 
Carolyn Sherif, in their recent study of high school "gangs, " demonstrate 
the importance of social groups not affiliated with the school as refer-
ence points for values and norms r elated to levels of academic perform-
ance i n the classroom. Coleman 's Adolescent Society documents the i m-
portance of peer group cultures within the high school setting of active 
25. Also see Neil Gross, "Some Contributions of Sociology to the ,Field of 
Education, " and Hilda Taba and Deborah Elkins, With Focus on Human 
Relations. 
participant and isolate students. Finally, Ikeda has studied the rela-
tive significance of teachers, students, and courses for generating in-
terest and activity in art and music. He gives detailed evidence of the 
1mtwc~ of student subcultures and groupings in orienting the student 
26 
toward and supporting him in such activities. 
These few inquiries by no means exhaust the writings on the 
possible locations or functions of reference groups in our educational 
institutions. They do, however, illustrate both the variety of re-
searches which can be organized by reference group theory, and the im-
portance of adequate recognition for the school-based reference groups 
for the upwardly mobile in the over-all design. 
D.2. The Family: A Central Focus for Reference Group Orientations 
Despite the amount of time spent in school and the importance 
of peer group relationships, the findings of Roe on significant others 
for choice of occupation and of Brookover (cited above) place the nuclear 
family and relatives in the position of prime significance as influencers 
of some important social actions. Preliminary survey of the data 
collected in this thesis substantiates those claims. While one may 
speculate on the reasons for this finding, the diffuse and affective re-
lationships between kin would appear to strengthen the emulation of and 
identification with others characteristic of reference group frameworks. 
26. Many other works have bearing on this problem of school influences on 
mobility attitudes and behaviors. They are included in the bibliog-
raphy. 
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One of the principal contributions of Parsons' article on the 
sc~OL as a social class system is his description of the manner in which 
first adults and then peers become increasingly important as agents of 
. t. 27 sociallza lon. Coleman also documents the extent to which peers, 
rather than parents, become important reference figures for high school 
youth. These findings, combined with those of Jones and others, are in-
terpreted by Sewell as indications that the adolescent period is one in 
which some childhood habits and roles must be abandoned while new roles 
appropriate to sex and age must be learned. This general pattern in 
adolescence was also mentioned in chapter three. 
One of the secondary hypotheses of this study is that family 
and relative reference groups are still more important for academic 
achievement than peer groups. 
occur in the social environment 
that parental influence remains 
Despite the acknowledged changes which 
of adolescents, much evidence suggests 
28 
strong. Richard L. Simpson's research 
on the alternatives within the hypothesis supports the inclusion of both 
peers and parents as significant reference groups. Simpson began by 
testing the hypothesis suggested in the research findings of Kahl, 
Bordua, and others,29 that "a working-class boy is relatively likely to 
27. See William H. Sewell, "Some Recent Developments in Socialization 
Theory and Research. " 
28. Gerald D. Bell, "Processes in the Formation of Adolescent Aspire. ... 
tions," Social Forces, 42 (December 1963), 179-185 . 
29. Also see Elmo Roper, "College Ambitions and (continued on page 58) 
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seek advanced education and occupational mobility if his parents urge him 
to do so, and unlikely to seekmobility if his parents do not exert 
h · . thO d' t· ,,30 pressure on lffi In l8 lrec lone Using four groups (mobile and non-
mobile, middle and working class boys) he finds that parental advice is a 
much better predictor of high ambition than is the bOY's social class. 
'!!l1(m Simpson explored theproposition31 that "anticipatory socialization 
into the middle class values by middle class peers at school [for 
example, heavy participation in organized extracurricular activities] may 
,,32 
be the decisive factor. Considering middle and working class boys 
separately, his findings also give clear support to the "antiCipatory 
socialization" hypothesis that social class of the peer group is predic-
tive of occupational ambition and mobility. Subsequent study of the 
independent effects of these two factors revealed: (1) that the inde-
pendent effect of parental influence was significantly greater than that 
of peer group influence, (2) that there was some, although substantially 
(continued from page 57) Parental Planning"; Bernard Farber and 
William C. Jenne, "Family Organization and Parent-Child Communica-
tion"; Fred L. Strodtbeck, "Family Interaction, Values and Achieve-
ment"; and Richard L. Simpson, "Parental Influence, Anticipatory 
SOCialization, and Social Mobility." 
30. Richard L. Simpson, "Parental Influence, AntiCipatory Socialization, 
and Social mobility, American Sociological Review, 27 (August 1962), 
517-522. 
31. Also see: William H. Sewell, "Some Recent Developments in Socializa-
tion Theory and ResearCh"; James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society; 
Archie O. Haller and C. E. Butterworth, "Peer Influences on Levels of 
Occupational and Educational Aspiration." 
32. Simpson, "Parental Influence, Anticipatory Socialization, and Social 
mobility," p. 518. 
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lesS, peer group than parental influence with the latter controlled, and 
(3) that when both types of influence were either high or low they came 
los~ to nullifying (there was no significant difference) the effects of 
class background on career aspiration. 33 
From Simpson's evidence, it is clear that parental influence 
r(!1!1ll1ns the more significant for this particular measure of mobility 
aspiration. The relative effects of parental, relative, and peer groups 
on a particular measure of mobility behavior are reported in the Third 
Section. 
D.3. Social Class: A Social Category as a Reference Group 
Three factors in the determination of mobility orientations and 
behavior have been isolated by studies of social class, (1) mobility re-
sources--those qualiti~s and conditions conducive to upward mobility that 
are either ascribed to or are inherent in the individual, such as eco-
nomic resources or basic capacities and abilities; (2) mobility skills--
learned patterns of behavior and acquired attitudes and values that are 
instrumental to mobility such as deferred gratification patterns, 
manners, and modes of communication; and (3) mobility orientation--which 
refers to aspirational levels within the stratification system that may 
serve as points of motivation in competition for position in the social 
33. For other writings on the relationship of nuclear and extended family 
units to mobility see the bibliography. 
34 
(; vI"Ucture. Both this t hesis and the studies reviewed below are con-
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:entrated on description of the mobility skills and orientation which are 
~ttributable to class . 
Stephenson studied the class differences (measured by father's 
occupation) in orientation -to mobility and discovered that depending on 
the kind of orientation discussed, lower class children exhibited be-
vior both like and unlike that of their middle class counterparts . In 
asking questions about mobility aspirations, he found t he results littl e 
affected and inferred that this was a reflection of the general cultural 
emphasis on high goal orientations. On the other hand, expectations of 
mobility revealed significant class variations which he attributed to 
realistic differences in opportunity and life chances. This finding and 
interpretation was substantiated by research conducted by the author in 
the summer of 1964 and is consistent with the observations of Hyman 
Rodman, Reissman and Miller, 8Jld others . 35 
The more basic problem from a reference group perspective is 
34 . Liberally adapted from Richard M. Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation 
and Stratification of 1000 Ninth Graders, " American Sociological 
Review, 22 (April 1957), 204 . 
35. See especially: Walter B. Miller, "Lower Class Culture as a Generat-
ing Milieu of Gang Delinquency"; Herbert Hyman, "The Value Systems of 
Different Classes: A Social Psychological Contribution to the analy-
sis of Stratificat ion"; Joseph A. Kahl, "Educational and Occupational 
Aspirations of Common Man BOYS"; Archie O. Haller and C. E. 
Butterworth, "Peer Influences on Levels of Occupational and Educa-
tional Aspiration"; and Irving Kraus, "Sources of Educational Aspira-
tions among Working Class Youth." 
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the assumption that social class is important because it describes a 
generalized set of value, att itude, and personality orientations which 
affect mobility . The studies on value orientations of social classes 
have already been reviewed. 36 Others have intensively studied personali-
ty development and child raising as a f unction of social class, without 
attempting t o r elate this specifically to mobility behavior. 37 In this 
group, among them Rosen, some have attempted to' r elate social class and 
other variables to variation in psychological and cultural orientations 
achievement . 38 
Two si gnificant gaps in this liter ature on social class, as I 
have noted previously, are made the specific objects for study in this 
t hesis. The first is the relationship between the educat i onal attain-
ment, occupational prestige, ana job stab~lity of significant others, and 
academic achievement. If these factors affect the relationship between 
social class and mobility, then it should be possible to rank their im-
portance as i ndividual measures . A description of each contribution 
36. See other wor ks cited in Chapter II and in the bibliography . 
37. Also dealing with this problem are Arnold Green, "The Middle Class 
Male Child and Neurosis"; Allison Davis and R. J. Havighurst, "Social 
Class Differences in Child-Rearing"; Eleanor E. Maccoby and P. K. 
Gibbs, "Methods of Child Rearing in Two Social Classes"; William H. 
Sewell and Archie o. Haller, "Social status and Personality Adjust-
ment of the Child"; and William H. Sewell, "Social Class and Child-
hood Personality." 
38 . For an int r oduction t o the voluminous literature on this subject s ee 
Bernard C. Rosen, "Race Ethnic ity, and the Achievement Syndrome," and 
David McClelland, The Achieving Society. 
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,hOuld aid in the formulation of further hypotheses about the social 
categories used in the choice of reference group orientations for aca-
demic achievement and mobility. The second point on which this litera-
ture remains weak is the concentration on attitudes. For this population 
attitudes and opinions are continually in flux. This thesis uses only 
measures of mobility behavior and asks questions about matters of fact, 
not opinion . Hopefully these show less variation. 
E. SPECIFIC MEASURES 
Measures pertinent to the reference group variables in the re-
search fall into three categories: (1) thos e for identification of 
reference group salience, (2) those designed to illuminate the structural 
patterning of reference groups , and (3) those for the identification of 
status attributes of significant others . 
Five measures of salience were used to determine the importance 
of different reference groups for t he individual . No attempt was made to 
have the students order the individuals' names in order of "importance." 
This procedure was omitted because of the concentration on easily repro-
ducible factual data, and because the attitudes of adolescents are so 
frequently changing. Instead several other devi ces were used. First, 
the order in which others are listed is considered important. Although 
earlier researchers have found this method to be an accurate means for 
ranking the importance of groups, this pattern of recall may be signifi-
cant only for measurement of reference groups. Secondly, the frequency 
of interaction with each person was determined. The theoretical back-
ground for t his index is obvious . Two measures were used to aSsess the 
importance of communication content for reference group salience. One 
attempts to gather information on the range of subjects discussed with 
each person on the theory that reference group perspectives involve more 
general r elationships than do role interactions, and that the more 
general the relationship, the more important it would be to the individu-
al. The other measure of content sought to describe the ~ount of dis-
cussion with each significant other focused specifically on school per-
formance . The hypothesis behind its inclusion was that interaction must 
be at least tangentially relevant to educational achievement. One does 
not consult his barber about vocational choice whereas he may consult a 
teacher or a parent . Finally, a measure of consistency in social 
characteristics is used to determine the importance of constancy in 
reference group "expectations " for achievement behavior. 
Measures of social patterning were designed to collect data on 
five different classes of s ignificant others : nuclear and extended 
family members , peers, school personnel, and other adults. Information 
was also gathered on the structure of the home situation of each re-
spondent. 
Finally, a large battery of questions sought to measure the 
social characteristi cs of those who are s i gnificant others. A measure of 
educati onal attainment i s divided into four possible classes for the 
purposes of data analysis. Occupation was recorded by both a nine-
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category classification of occupations and a measure of occupational 
prestige. "Occupational history" was gathered for each significant other 
with emphasis placed on the temporal nature of employment, be it full 
time, seasonal, part- time, or none . An ethnic classification is broken 
down into white -native, immigrant white, Negro, or Spanish American. 
Responses in this category, particularl y in the decision between immi-
grant and native white, are the closest in the questi onnaire to subjec -
tive opinion measures. Yet another series of questions sought i nforma-
tion on participation in voluntary assoc i ations in an attempt to relate 
this phenomenon to the distinction between the inactive lower class indi -
vidual and the hyper- active member of the middle class. Finally, ques-
tions on acceptance of social welfare were used to gather information 
about continuity in the steadiness of employment. 
F. SUMMARY 
There are three major divisions of this chapter. The first in-
cludes the derivation of the reference group perspective as an implicit 
statement within social class analyses . The second part includes the de-
limitation and development of the concept, its distinction from role 
theory, its extension beyond the membership group, and its util ity in 
organizing the literature on school, home, and class contributions to the 
study of academic achievement. Finally, the specific measures used to 
identify reference groups are previewed. They could be developed only 
after an understanding of reference group theory and a r eview of resear ch 
on the social i nfluences fo r academic achievement in this population . 
CHAPl'ER IV 
ACADEMIC AClITEVEMENT 
In this chapter we shall discuss t he reasoning behind use of 
academic achievement and its particular measures. In the first chapter 
we noted that the study of social stratification furnished a t heoretical 
context for unders tanding the diverse variables of this research . At the 
same time, it has proved necessary to limit the thesis to a very specif ic 
form of mobility behavi or--academic achievement . These rest rictions were 
dictated by several specific j.nteres t s. First, they wer e necessary to 
insure a problem of manageable proportions gi ven both the time and re -
sources available . Secondly, because the thesis proposes to measure 
actual behavior rather than attitudes, i t was necessary t o find a de-
pendent variable for which there were some comparable behavioral 
measures . Finally, focus on the school, which keeps r ecords of behavior 
in a number of differ ent forms , permits study of one of the central in-
stitutions for mobility i n Our society. Such specificity in definition 
of a particular form of social mobility has the advantages of a narrow 
study- -greater depth of knowledge about a particular behavioral form . On 
the other hand, there are the minor disadvantages of i gnoring other f orms 
and means of vertical mobil i ty . Need for more precise and easily repro-
ducible data on the phenomena of mobility unfortunately r equires a sacri -
fice of the breadth of a more general perspective for the depth of a more 
narr ow view. 
THE SCHOOL AND ITS GOALS A. 
The stress on achievement, a paramount American value, is one 
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of the major reasons why the educational institutions are a primary avenue 
for vertical mobility in the United States . Excellence in social activi-
ties and academic subjects are highly valued in our schools. Their 
central themes are the production of winning athlet i c teams, prize win-
ning musical groups , and the biggest and best of social functions. Any 
definition of the "institutional goals" of the school as a formal organi-
zation must include the emphasis on achievement and competition for ex-
cellence among its students.
l 
The paramount goals of our educational 
system are in curricular areas. While extracurricular offerings are im-
portant and often receive seemingly more attention than the academic 
training, t hey still remain subordinate to the classroom program around 
which they are built. The diffusion of knowledge is one of the central 
functions of the academic i nstitutions. In addition, it is the most 
studied and measured area in which a student can excel. For these 
reasons it is particularly useful for the behavioral measurement under-
taken in this thesis.
2 
1. From a macroscopic functional point of view, emphasis on achievement 
may be subordinate to the more dominant socializing functions of the 
school. While these are also important for mobility, the emphasis on 
achievement in the educational institutions is much more critical for 
explaining its importance as a :.locus of behavior which may be called 
that of the "upwardly mobile ." 
2 . The academic performance in the high school may appear subsidiary in 
the eyes of students and parents who devote most(continued on page 67) 
Few deny that more than the cognitive ability of academic 
achievement is important for vertical mobility; yet cognitive ability is 
but one dimension on whi ch the upwardly mobile may prove t heir merit. 
The true extent of its importance would require a larger study of the 
relationship between actual mobility and the academic performance of the 
mobiles and non-mobiles. Until such studies are undertaken, emphasis is 
placed on academic achievement as an important indicator of mobility be -
havior. 
B. MEASURES OF ACADEMIC ACHlEVEMENT 
Schools use several i ndicators of achievement i n curricular 
activities . They may refer pridefully to their students as possessing 
high intelligence , usually meaning some form of I.Q. For others , the 
percentage of students on the honor roll i ndicates the importance of 
grades as evidence of excellence . In professional circles, educators 
compare scores on nationally adminis t ered achievement te s ts as demonstra-
tions of achievement deserving favorable note. Even good behavior and 
"citizenship ratings " are sometimes added to prove the educational merit 
(continued from page 66) of their energies to work in extracurricu-
lar activities of the school . (See Coleman, The Adolescent Society.) 
But the lack of importance of curricular excellence for upward 
mobility has yet to be demonstrated. Until it is otherwis e demon-
strated, we have assumed that the routine business of attending 
classes, which occupies a significant part of the student's time, is 
at least as important as the comparatively small amount of time and 
effort spent on the ot her activit ies of the school . 
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of a school. These various dimensions of educational achievement are all 
legitimate measures. They all have advantages and limitations . These 
pros and cons must be weighed to determine their utility as indices of 
achieving behavior which might have a relationship to social mobility. 
Perhaps the most widely accepted (and poorl y understood) 
measure of academic achievement is the battery of tests designed to 
mt:ll,1luxe I.Q;. Several instruments are extensively used in the public 
schools, among them the Stanford-Benet, Wisk, and Otis Group measures. 3 
The important quality of the I.Q. measures, when used to symbolize aca-
demic achievement, is their insensitivity to extensive cumulative change 
relat ive to other measures of educational attainment. They are widely 
used as a means of measuring abili ty when it is desired to hold that 
factor constant, because the greate r part of intelligence measured by 
I.Q. appears to derive from heredity and/or early socialization rather 
than from later learning. The small life-long variation in I.Q. (~ 15 
points ) limits i ts utility as an indicator of accumulated knowledge. 
This same quali ty makes it the standard index of educational potential . 4 
3. The Otis group measure, which tends t o cluster scores closer to the 
mean than some other measures, was used t o measure I.Q . in this study. 
4. Much evidence on the importance of middle class thought patterns and 
values for performance on I.Q. tests has raised new doubts about the 
utility of I.Q. measures as "culture free" indicators of educat ional 
potential. For a discussion of the class bias of I.Q. and other 
standardized tests, see Frank Reissman 's Culturally Depr ived Child. 
Kenneth Eells, et al., Intelligence and Cultural Di fferences . 
A second technique for measurement of educational attainment 
is t he nationally administered achievement tests. They represent a 
comparatively recent innovation in educational measurement, and are be-
coming standard in most school systems. On one hand, they provide the 
teacher with a measure of subject matter absorbed by the child. On the 
0ther hand, they provide the school administrator and guidance counselor 
with a measure of the child's level of knowledge which is comparable to 
national norms for children of the same grade placement. These tests 
have two particular advantages over I.Q. measures as indicators of 
achievement. First, they are much more sensitive to fluctuations in the 
child's rate of learning. Secondly, they can be broken down into both 
specific subject and composite scores, a feature which permits tracing 
accumulated knowledge i n a much more detailed manner than was previously 
possible. 5 
The third technique used for evaluation of a student' s achieve-
ment is the grading of his classroom work. More than either of the other 
two measures, this one reflects the many factors (besides absorption of 
factual knowledge) which contribute to "success" according to more 
general school goals. At the same time, grades also minimize the fluc-
tuations due to testing error because they are recorded more frequently 
than either of the measures described above. Unlike I.Q. and Achievement 
5. The achievement test scores used in the study are Iowa Basic Skills 
Test composite scores administered in June, 1964. 
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oest scores, grades are distributed at best according to citywide curves. 
Even though this procedure may be in effect, differences in the school 
populations and individual teacher variations in the procedures for 
evaluation minimize the validity of these measures outside the small com-
parison group of the particular classroom or school. 
Each measure described above has both limitations and assets . 
Obviously, some combination of these measures might be devised to build 
b0th a flexible and reliable measure of achievement. Two additional con-
siderations are timely for the development of a new scale. The first is 
a distinction drawn by Getzels and Jackson between creativity and in-
telligence. The second is a contribution by Brookover and others toward 
the development of an instrument for assessment of achievement as related 
to expected attainment. 
Creativity and Intelligence, the source for the Getzels and 
Jackson argument, cogently points out that there are at least two dis-
tinguishable modes of cOgnition.
6 
Those exhibiting one mode of cognition 
tend toward retaining the known, learning the predetermined, and con-
serving what is. Intellectual acquisitiveness and conformity are the 
characteristics of this style of thought. The second pattern of cogni-
tion, in contrast, tends toward revising the known, exploring the unde-
termined, and constructing what might be. Intellectual inventiveness, 
6. "Cognition may be defined as the process whereby an organism becomes 
aware or obtains knowledge of an object, a G[uali ty, or an idea." 
Jacob W. Getzels and Philip W. Jackson, Creativity and Intelligence 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1962). 
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divergent thinking, and innovation are the characteristics of this 
pattern. The distinction, while interesting in itself, is particularly 
critical for evaluation of standard I.Q. measures ., 
Among the important observations drawn by the authors was the 
conclusion that the standard intelligence tests (including those 
mentioned above) slight the latter mode of cognition. Using a measure of 
creativity which they developed, the authors have discovered that the top 
20% in a high creativity group scored below the top 20% of high intelli -
gence on the I.Q. measure, and that the top 20% in the high intelligence 
group scored below the top 20% of high cr eativity on the creativity 
measure. A second conclusion, also relevant to the thesis , comes from 
~ldence of test scores of the two groups on standard achievement tests. 
On these measures, both the high I.Q. and high creativity students scored 
significantly higher than the population from which the sample was drawn 
(and this despite a 23 point difference in the mean I.Q.'s of the two 
populations) • 
Because cognitive achievement already represents a significant 
specification (if not a modification) of the general academic achievement 
variable proposed for study, it would appear worthwhile to place greater 
emphasis on the findings of the standardized achievement test than on the 
I.Q. scales. The former measure, from evidence of Getzels and Jackson, 
would represent a more generalized form of cognitive behavior than the 
latter . 
The final series of modifications in the operational measurement 
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, academiC achievement is suggested by recent research of Wilbur 
Brookover and associates. Their measurement techniques go beyond t he 
standard measures of I.Q., achievement tests, and grade point averages. 
;\,cc0rding to the authors, these measures provide no way of understanding 
the student's performance in reference to how well he might be expected 
to perform. A school having students of I.Q.' s above 120, for example, 
would exhibit less achievement of its goals if its students were con-
tinually clustered close to the mean on standard achievement tests, than 
would a school exhibiting a similar grouping whose students range in I.Q. 
from 90 to 100 . In the former school students would "not be working up 
to their potential," while in the latter school the students would be 
working 'more nearly up to their potential." If the goal of the school's 
curricular program is to increase achievement in relation to i nitial 
potential, then a measure of achievement taking this dimension into 
account is helpful in evaluating success of both the institution's ful -
fillment of its goals, and of the school as a channel of mObility.7 
7. The relationship between high achievement in the school setting and 
outside remains undetermined. I t is expected, however, t hat those who 
exhibit a pattern of achievement in one area will also do so in the 
other. High achievement as a psychological phenomena has r eceived ex-
tensive attention. See David McClelland, The Achieving Society. 
Bernard Rosen nas dealt extensively with the social determinants of 
the "achievement syndrome." 
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SPEX:IFIC MEASURES 
Brookover, Patterson, and Thomas developed a pr ocedure for dis-
tinguishing four groups with differences in level of achievement in rela-
tion to initial potential. Rather than finding that all persons achieve 
in proporti on to their ability (here measured by I .Q.), the authors dis-
t inguish four distinct rat ings of achievement : (1) over achievers (high 
achievement and low LQ. ; (2 ) high achievers (high achievement and high 
I .Q. ); (3) underachievers (high I.Q. and low achievement ); and low 
achiever s (low LQ. and l ow achievement ) . Graphically these groups bear 


















The authors have limited their perceptive contribution to this 
one ba.'l:l£ form. They plot only grade point averages against I.Q. scores, 
neglecting some of the other measures of academic achievement which might 
be equally useful. It may be recalled from discussion in the preceding 
pages that standard achievement tests provide a more reliable and 
nationally comparable means for measuring achievement. It would appear, 
for this reason, to be an important modification of the original design 
to plot I.Q. against achievement test scores rather than grade point 
averages. Graphically, such a model would look like t his: 
high 






[a IOI~a x I.Q. matrixJ 
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A third form based on the Brookover, et al. model can be intro-
iuced to take account of the particular problem with the I.Q. measure 
suggested by the research of Getzels and Jackson. This matrix merely 
uses standar'd achievement test scores, rather than I.Q. measures, and 
plots them against grade point averages . Compared with the form used by 
Brookover, Patterson, and Thomas, the design has the weakness of using a 
comparatively flexible measure, the achievement test, i nstead of the much 
lesS flexible I .Q. test as the basi c i ndicator of potent ial. Neverthe-
less, compared with the form presented in Figure I, it might provide a 
corrective factor which takes into account the second mode of cogni tion, 











Iowa Basic Skills Test (conpnsite) 
. , 





The measures of academic achievement utilized for the present 
study include six specific forms: Otis group I.Q. measures, Iowa Basic 
Skills Test (composite) scores, grade point averages, one standard 
Brookover matrix, and two modified Brookover matrices. Each of the 
measures will be related to the independent variables in an effort to 
determine their relative utility and to provide numerous points for the 
comparison of the results of these researches with those of others using 
one or more of these scales as indicators of academic achievement. 
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CHAPrER V 
DESIGN AND MAJOR HYPOTHESES 
A. DESIGN 
The theoretical justification for choice of variables and their 
interdependence has been presented in the foregoing chapters. Knowledge 
of the research des~gn is essential f or assessing the validity of the 
data collection procedures used, the relationship of the study to the 
more generic phenomena it represents or ill ustrates, and the causal or 
descriptive form of the conclusions. Discussion of the design fol lows 
t his functional organization. 
A.l. Data Collection 
One important emphasis of this study has been on the measure-
ment of behaviors rather than attitudes . The relationship between the 
two is complex, dependent on both the subject and the external condi-
tions. While most studies of r eference group behavior have sampled atti-
tudes and t hen traced t hem to ref erence groups, we have measured concrete 
behaviors. Attitudes, especially aspirations and plans for mobility, 
have a tendency never to materialize in mobility behavior which they were 
intended to forecast. The divergence between hopes for mobil ity and ex-
pect ations of mobil ity studied by Richard Stephenson is illust rati ve of 
this 1 problem. 
1. Richard M. 
1000 ninth 
The author 's own research has revealed similar differ ences 
Stephenson, "Mobility Orientation and Strat ification of 
graders," American Sociol ogical Review, 22 (1957), 204-211. 
depeDding on which attitudes are measured. A second reason for assess-
, ont of behaviors has particular relevance for this population. Atti-.. -
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;udes change readily, especially among adolescents. Concrete thinking 
and planning about the future is conspicuously absent from their per-
2 spective. Because attitudes about fUture mobility vary widely, they are 
poor indicators of the stable and consistent mobility orientation which 
~Pis thesis seeks to measure. 
Behavior, we stated in the previous chapter, i s also valuable 
because it is a reliably collected form of data. Factual information 
does not vary significantly with the form of questions or the variation 
in location. The resulting verifiability of the information gathered is 
an essential requisite for empirical science. The behavioral data used 
in this thesis is especially valuable. Because it is part of school 
records it is readily accessible for legitimate sociological inquiry. 
This greatly minimizes the costs of data collection. I n addition to its 
archival qualities, the data gathered in the educational institutions are 
readily comparable with similar or identical measures employed throughout 
the nation's schools. 
Most of the data on the independent variable (reference groups) 
were gathered by questionnaire. Although difficulties of the question-
na1xe construction are too obvious to enumerate here, several important 
2. Carolyn and Muzafer Sherif, Reference Groups (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1964), pp. 211-219. 
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• ;eps were included in construction of the final schedule . Because this 
• ' ,esis focuses on a small sector of the research done during the summer 
,f 1964, the questionnaire represents an expansion and a refinement of 
sever al earlier instruments. In addition, several informal and one 
formal pre- test were used prior to selection of the present measures. 
· ~ngth and content were of greatest importance during the refinement 
process. The number of questions and their form had t o be limited so 
that seventh graders of average ability could complete the questionnaire 
in a regular 40-45 minute class period. In the final schedule, between 
50 and 60 seconds were allowed f or completion of each questi on . The con-
tent was also considerably l imited . Stripped to the barest minimum i t 
includes measures for social characteristics and salience of six signifi-
cant others . 3 
The use of a standardi zed I BM 503 answer sheet (which permits 
direct transfer of data to cards by use of an IBM 1230, if t he machine 
0perates correctl y ) was another important factor in the data gathering . 
Many seventh gr aders are unable to foll ow simple instructions and f or 
this reason much time was devoted to the reduction of i nstructions and 
data r ecording to its most basic components. Because the answer sheet is 
very simil ar to forms used for much educational testing, it greatl y 
4 
facilitated the collect ion of accurate responses in a minimum of time. 
3. See Appendix I. 
4. See Appendix II . 
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The initial decision to use a paper and pencil instr ument for 
lata collection was influenced by its effici ency f or gathering large 
amounts of simple information at minimal cos t . The i~flexibility of the 
closed end r esponses and the specific questions was overcome to some ex-
tent by questions asked of t he researcher during administration periods . 
These questions greatl y facilitated i ts adaptability t o the indivi dual 
students. The questions on t he schedule itself were also phrased with 
the particular population in mind . Presumably past testing and frequent 
contact with comparable populations made i t possible to adapt the phras-
ing of questions to the cognitive style of the sub j ects . 
The setting i n which the questionnaire was administered is also 
important for asses sment of the findings. The ten waves of the instru-
ment were given i n the regular classroom settings . Although behavioral 
data are not particularly subject to variation because of the envir onment 
for testing, several precautions were exercised to minimize differences 
between settings and to eliminate biasing influences. In all cases the 
teacher was absent from t he room during t he giving of instructions and 
much of the administration itself •. Both explanations given to student 
questions and t he general instructions were given by the researcher. 
During each administration, rapport and interes t in the questionnaire 
were excel lent, attributable in part to Oberlin 's favorable image in the 
community . In both j unior high schools , administration and teacher co-
Operation contributed to the favorable image. Although the questionnaire 
was admini stered on two different days, no instances of contamination 
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ere found, although my presence i n the school for two successive days 
~ccasioned several questions from non-subjects. 
2 External Validity A •• 
At no point in this study has there been an attempt to measure 
the external validity of the conclusions . The population selected is not 
a sample of a larger universe in 'a:ny statistical sense. The characteris -
ticS which aid and limit its utility as a case study 'are discussed at 
length in the description of the populat i on in Chapter VI. The external 
validity of the conclusions wil l rest on the similarity between this a:nd 
other populations, and this, as in any study, must be carefully con-
s~dered :for a comparison. 5 
A.3. Causal or Descriptive Conclusions 
The experimental design for t he study permits only the descrip-
tion of the r elationships bet ween the two sets of variables . Whi le it 
r. aid be argued theoretically t hat achievement , in any correlations, 
would most likely be the dependent variable, no methodological or design 
considerations have been included to support or deny such hypotheses . 
Because the time allotted for the thesis makes a long-term panel design 
impossible, this subject was selected because much descriptive study is 
still needed to show the most rudimentary relationships between the 
5. Select ion of the top seven of fourteen ability groupings f or study, 
for exampl e, was dictat ed not by any attempt to have a representative 
cross sample of the school, but r at her by the fact that those below 
the median were unable to read and complete the questionnaire in t he 
allotted time . 
.ariables • As the major hypotheses indicate, location, social charac-
ueristics, and indicators of saliency are of particular interest. 
B. SPECIFIC HYPOTHESES 
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Much of the theory in an exploratory descriptive work like this 
is included in the selection of variables rather than in the development 
of explicit empirical propositions about their interrelations. Because 
we are interested in identification and description, the three major 
areas of research findings are proposed in the form of null hypotheses . 
Whi l e numerous subsequent hypotheses are developed in analysis of the 
data, these are primarily serendipitous findings informed by past inquiry 
in other areas than those explored in the study of reference groups. The 
three major hypotheses are as follows: 
(1) There is no significant difference in the location of signifi-
cant others for high and low academic achievers, when social characteris-
tics and salience are uncontrolled. 
(2) There is no significant difference in the social characteristics 
of significant others when location and salience are uncontrolled. 
(3) There is no significant difference between the measures of 




DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION 
Because the population studied is not a statistically designed 
sample, application of our findings to other schools requires great 
caution. 
The questionnaire was administered to students from Hawthorne 
and Whittier Junior High Schools in Lorain, Ohio. Both schools are in 
stable lower class neighborhoods which are racially and ethnically 




Distribution of racial and ethnic characteristics 
by father and mother of the respondents 
father mother 
N~295 N~306 
Negro American 8 . 1% 7.1% 
Native white American 69·4 71. 5 
Immigrant white American 8.1 7·5 
Spanish American 9.8 10.4 
Other or do not know 4.4 3·2 
1. It should be recalled that the sample was from the top third ability 
grouping. All inferences about the characteristics of the neighbor-
hood should be interpreted with this in mind. 
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. e correlate of this mixture of newly immigrant and several racial 
' FOUPS is the educational and occupational background of the parents of 
2 
"be respondents. The following table illustrates the quality of educa-
tion. 
Table 2 
Distribution of educational background for 
fathers and mothers of respondents 
Grade school, junior high or some high school 
Graduated from high school 
Attended business school, trade school 
or technical school 
Attended college or junior college 












One of the most important sociological variables for descrip-
tion of the class structure of the population is the occupational dis-
tribution of breadwinners in families of the respondents. The following 
table gives the distribution by occupational group. The relatively low 
N, in comparison with the total population, can be explained by frequent 
lack of sufficient knowledge about the content of father's or mother's 
2. Educational data have been obtained for both father and mother of re-
spondents. The size of the N is reduced because several students were 
not certain of how much school their parents had completed. 
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"ob to permit classification. The high concentration of craftsmen, fore-
roen, etc.; laborers, and operatives for this population may result from 
domination of the labor market by large manufacturing firms. 
Table 3 
Occupational Distribution of Breadwinners 
Clerical and kindred workers 
Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers 
Retired or not working 
Laborers 
Managers, officials, proprietors 
Operatives and kindred workers 
Private household workers 












N = 246 
Two addit ional indices were used to assess the occupational 
structure of the community. Steadiness of employment is one of these 
measures. Again, the domination of major industry may make these re-
~uIl;s peculiar for a stable lower class population. 
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Table 4 
Steadiness of work of breadwinner 
Works full time 86.8% 
Works part time 5·9 
Has seasonal work ·9 
Out of work, l ooking for job 3·3 
Out of work 0.0 
N = 305 
The placement of the breadwinner in the fami l y is also an important 
variable for determination of the stable lower cl ass life style. As 
Taole 5 shows , most subjects have stable male models who are the princi-
pal contributors to household finances. 
Table 5 
Person in the family who has earned 
most of the money to pay the bills 
Father or s t ep-father 
Mother or step-mother 






N = 306 
The data given in the previous table are also important for 
understanding the family structure of the population. While steadiness 
Of work and presence of father or s t ep-father as breadwinner defi nitely 
contribute to family stability, the incidence of broken homes was also 
SUTed to assess family structure. Table 6 gives the data for the male 
rdian, Table 7 for the female guardian. 
Table 6 
Exact relationship of male 
guardian to the respondent 
Father 
Step-father 
Some other relation 
Have no male guardian 
Table 7 
Exact relationship of female 
guardian to the respondent 
Mother 
Step-mother 
Some other relation 









N ~ 303 
N = 306 
Measures of frequency of interaction with parents reveal only 
minor differences in frequency of contact and discussion about school. 
(See Tables 8 and 9.) There is, however, a significant difference 
(.005 level) between the extensiveness of communication with mother and 
father. (See Table 10.) 
Table 8 
Frequency of interaction with parents 
mother N = 306 
Once a day or more often 93.7% 
3 - 4 times a week 5·5 
AbOut once a week 0.0 
Less than once a week 0.0 
Table 9 
Frequency of discussion about 
school with parents 
Once a week or 
Once every two 
Once a month 
Less than once 
or never 







How many different things talked 
about with parents* 
mother N = 306 
Almost everything I 
think about 62.4% 
Some things 30.7 
Only a few things 6.8 
* Significant difference .005 level 





father N = 292 
32.8 





The final index employed for description of the population 
.,~s membership in volunt ary associations. The measure is used as 
~other rough indicator of the class level of the SUbjects . 3 Like the 
Jther variables, participation in voluntary groups indicates a stable 
lower class population. (See Table 11.) 
Table 11 
Participation in volunt ary associations 
mother N = 223 father N = 285 
Belong to no groups 39 · 9% 41.0% 
Belongs to one group 25·9 30·5 
Belongs to two or three groups 
(usually labor, f r aternal, 
veterans, etc.) 33 .1 26.3 
Belongs to three or four 
groups (usually school, 
business, charitable, 
church) 1.0 2. 1 
A final characteristic of the population is directly r elevant 
to the achievement behavior used as an indicat or of mobility in the re-
mainder of the thesis. Because the results reported here have been 
evaluated on the basis of Form I of the Brookover matrix (I.Q. x GPA), 
Table 12 summar i zes the distribution of achievement us ing this measure.
4 
For a theoretical justification of t his index see J ohn M. Faskett, 
"Social Str ucture and Social Partici pation," and Morris Axlerod, 
"Urban Structure and Social Participation." 
4. This sex breakdown is used throughout the discussion of the findings. 
b1es 13 and 14 give the breakdown by grade point averages and I.Q. 
,ores. 
Tabl e 12 
Breakdown for Brookover 
matri x I, fo r men and women 










Distribution of grades 
High grade point average* 




35 · 3 
6·9 
women 
* High and low GPA represent division of population at 
closes t class interval to the mean . 
Table 14 
Distribut ion of I.Q. scores 
High I.Q. scores* 
Low I.Q. scores 
men 
* Again, t he population was divided at the class 
interval closest to the mean I.Q. 
women 
26.4% 
30 . 7 
N = 304 
N ~ 303 
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The tabular summaries of several social characteristi cs of the 
i ~cts and their families support the initial statement about a stable 
,. ,r clasS population . 5 Although the students were selected from cul-
, ".ny deprived neighborhoods in Lorain, the use of only the top third 
the students from each school has selected out only t he most stable 
'tments from each universe. From this population one can expect sig-
l ficant inter-generational mobility into the middle class, for within 
lese families are both the means and the potential aspirations for 
ertical movement in the class s t ructure. 
5. See S. M. Mil ler, "The American Lower Classes : A Typologi cal 
Approach . " 
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CHAPrERVII 
THE LOCATION OF REFERENCE GROUPS 
One of the major null hypotheses stated in Chapter V·referred 
the location of significant others in the environment. The whole 
rrstribution of re f erence groups is significantly different from what one 
.ould expect by chance, making it possible t o reject the null hypothesis 
at a .005 level for both boys and girls. l This , however, masks some of 
the more important relationships which the data reveal. 
Each subject, it will be recalled, was asked t o name four sig-
nificant others in addition to his parents. These persons were then 
classified into five groups: family members (excluding parents), other 
relatives, school personnel, other adults, and peers. The graphs used 
subsequently in this chapter illustrate the range of cho;ces . The graphs 
are arranged in five pairs (one for boys and one for girls in each pair) 
each of which illustrates the percentage choosing peopl e i n that particu-
lar location as significant others . The sets follow the order given 
above . 
Two interesting variations in the selection of significant 
others are revealed by these graphs . Initially, one is struck by several 
differences in weighting of various significant others which are common 
1. See Appendix III, Table 1, for the distribution of the choices and in-
dicators of significance. 
1 
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all graphs. Secondly, the patterns vary, depending on the rank posi-
i ln of the person selected. Several specific hypotheses on these 
fferences are discussed in the latter portion of this chapter. 
Not all distributions permit us to reject the null hypothesis . 
the selection of others in the immediate family2 we cannot reject the 
Ho that the distribution is what we might expect by chance. Graphs I and 
II illustrate variations in the percentages of the four classes of 
3 h . achievers C ooslng 
Q~~te graphs for 
family members as 
boys and girls. 4 
significant others. There are 
2. The category of family includes natural and step-siblings and brother-
or sister-in-laws. 
3. Graphs I - X all give the percentages of those choosing significant 
others in this location. A standard code will be used for all graphs 
in which Group 1 = high achievers, Group 2 = over achievers, Group 3 = 
low achievers, and Group 4 = under achievers. 
4. The different lines in Graphs I - X represent the percent of those 
selected as the first, second, third, and fourth significant other, re-
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Percent of Boys Choosing Immediate 
Family Members as Significant Others 
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The most significant rejection of the null hypothesis occurs in 
the distribution of the percent naming relatives as significant others.
5 
For both boys and girls the H can be rejected at a .01 level of signifi-
o 
cance. We can conclude that the observed results are probably significant 
5. The category of relatives includes many potential significant others. 
Specifically, it includes grandparents, uncles and aunts, and cousins 
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d that the distribution is probably not what can be expected to occur 
. ' . chance. Although the graphs do not reveal a high correlation between 
hievement and choice of relatives as significant others, it is possible 
'0 conclude that for high achievers and over achievers (both boys and 
l rlS) relatives are a more important reference group than they are for 
.ow achievers and under achievers. 
Graph III 
Percent of Girls Choosing 
Relatives as Significant Others 
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Percent of Boys Choosing 
Relatives as Significant Others 
The importance of school personnel varies with sex as well as 
th l evel of achievement. For the girls, the chi square is not large 
97 
ough to permit rejection of t he null hypothesis that the findings could 
~ve occurred by chance. For the boys, however, the H can be rejected 
a 
t a .05 level of significance, indicating that chance would probably not 
' count for the variation which occurs between different levels of 
~hievement in the population. Again, study of the graphs (VI and VII) 
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,vealS differences i n the importance of school personnel for the four 
.'oups of achievers. The lowest and highest percentages of significant 
:,hers in t his group are found in the high and under-achieving groups, 
,spectively. Certainly further investigation, in which other variables 














Gr aph V 
Percent of Girls Choosing School 
Per sonnel as Significant Others 
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Percent of Boys Choosing School 
Personnel as Significant Others 
Very few conclusions can be drawn from the simple information 
99 
on the importance of significant others among non-relative and non-school 
personnel adults. In view of the wide range possible in the social 
characteristics of these other adults (includes, for example, both edu-
cated clergy and unemployed neighbors), it is not surprising that the 
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the others, information on the social characteristics of significant 
others is needed before any patterning is revealed. 
Graph VII 
Percent of Girls Choosing Other 
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Percent of Boys Choosing Other 
Adults as Significant Others 
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The probable significance of the variation in peers selected as 
significant others can be established for girls but not for boys. The Ho 
for the girls can be rejected at a .05 level of significance. For girls, 
there is clearly a negative correlation between percent of significant 
others who are peers and high or over achievement. For boys, the evi-
dence tends toward similar conclusions, but is not as clear cut. 
r . 
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e upions about this variable, like those about others, will be great-
clarified by controlling various social characteristics. 
Graph IX 
Percent of Girls Choosing 
Peers as Significant Others 
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Per cent of Boys Choosing 
Peers as Significant Others 
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Very little has been said about the variance in the percentage 
of significant others in each of the five categories. Each graph has 
both the percentage of significant others in that category for each 
potential significant other and a line representing the mean variation. 
In almost every graph, the variance between choices of high- and low-
aChievers i s less than the spread between the choices of either high or 
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T achievers. Further study on this difference could follow two alter-
;e hypotheses. First, it is possible that there is much more con-
stency in the environment of high and low achievers than in that of 
'heir over and under achieving counterparts. They may exhibit very 
l;able constellations of significant others across the total population. 
W contrast, the over and under achievers may either exhibit very un-
;table sets of significant others, or else the presentation of the data 
Ln thiS form may obscure several modal patterns within these groups which 
Toud be clarified by introduction of the additional variable of social 
characteristics of the individuals, e.g., racial or ethnic origin, educa-
tional level of parents, etc. A second hypothesis for exploration is 
that the social characteristics of those in the larger categories of 
significant others may vary widely.for over and under achievers, while 
it remains stable for high and low achievers. This too can be explored 
with the data which are reported in later chapters. Both these 
hypotheses are stated within the context of the general reference group 
t liepry used for analysis. 
If the analysis of locational influences contributes nothing 
more, it does show the relative importance of various potential locations 
of significant others for achievement in this population. The following 
graph (XI) provides a summary of the location of significant others for 
different groups of achievers. For girls, family and relative reference 
groups are important for the high and over achievers, while school 
personnel and peer reference groups are more important for low and under 
105 
~hievers. For the boys, one can conclude with surety only that family 
q,nd relative reference groups are more important for high and over 
achievers than for low or under achievers. 
Graph XI 
Relative Importance of Significant Others 
Chosen by Boys and Girls 
106 
The findings on location of significant others can be related 
cifically to the findings of two other researchers. Brookover, 
.terSon, and Thomas found significant differences between the location 
tth f dd . 6 B "th significan 0 ers 0 over an un er achlevers. y uSlng e same 
,&sure of achieving behavior (an I.Q.. x GPA matrix) and the highest 
,reent naming a person in the category for any of four significant 
,hers, the data of this thesis reveal a slightly dif ferent ranking than 
" at of Brookover and his associates who asked about "people who are im-
portant in your life. ,,7 
6. See Chapter II, Table I. 
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Another secondary hypothesis which can be evaluated is that ex-
lored by Simpson on the relative importance of parents and peers for 
~~ility aspirations. For mobility behavior, which includes both high 
~4~v~~ achievement, the importance of peers decreases as mobility be-
havior decreases . 
----
Graph XIV 
A Comparison of Parental and Peer 
Reference Groups for Academic Achievement 
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By using grade point averages, rather than the Brookover model 
for achievement, we find a significant relationship between high and low 
GPA and the percentage of significant others in the peer group, especial-
ly for girls. 
1 
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Hi5h GPA Low GPA 
48 . 4 78 .1* 
Boys 
58 . 5 61.7 
* Significant at a .01 level 
The full benefit of the data collected on the location of 
significant others depends on much more extensive analysis. While the 
initial null hypothesis, that distribution of locations of signi ficant 
others for the population grouped by level of achievement is what one 
would expect by chance, has been re jected, much more can clearly be said 
about the relationship of location to academic achievement. 
CHAPrER VIII 
THE STATUS ATTRIBUTES OF SIGNIFICANT 
OTHERS FCR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
111 
Ten different status attributes of significant others are con-
,dered in t his chapter . Two of these, l ocation of the breadwinner and 
wrily structure, apply only to the fami l y of the subject . Five addi-
, Dnal attributes are applicable to both parents and the others who were 
>med by the respondents . They include occupation, educational back-
round, job continuit y, employment duration, partiCipation in voluntary 
~DUPS, and rac i al and ethnic background. A final two variables, age and 
lx, are used only for the four others named in addition to the parents. 
Ich status characteristic will be considered briefly, in t he order gi ven 
Jove . I n addition to graphs showing t he rel ationships of t hese vari -
lles to different levels of 
~gested by the arrangement 
achievement, several more specific hypotheses 
of the data are explored. 
The f oll owing two graphs p i cture the relationships between the 
.cation of the breadwinner in the family structure and educational 
h " 1 levement. 
In thes e two graphs, I = father is breadwinner, II = mother is bread-
winner, III = bot h parents contribute equally to family income, IV = 
someone other than parents provides family income . 
GRAPH I 
The Placement of the Breadwinner 




The Placement of the Breadwinner 
in the Family Structure: For Boys 
While there is not a significant difference2 between 
the choices of the four groups, such that we can reject the null 
hypothesiS that the differences could probably occur by chance, the 
direct relationship between the high percent of families with both 
2. Chi Square values and tables of distribution of choices are included 
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parents working and low achievement is particularly striking. The differ-
ence for girls is not significant, while for boys, the chi square is 
greater than that for a .05 level of significance. Further correlation 
measures will establish the exact relationship between the two variables. 
Although the distribution of family structures is out of the 
range which one would probably expect to find by chance, there appears to 
be a close parallel between the place of the father in the family for all 
groupS of achievers. 3 The variation is even smaller for mothers. 
Graph III 
The Identity of the Male Guardian: For Girls 
3. In Graphs III and IV, I = male guardian is true father, I I = male 
guardian is step-father, III = male guardian is some other relation 
than father, and IV = have no male guardian. 
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The occupational distribution of both fathers and other refer-
ence individuals permits us to reject the major null hypothesis on the 
distribution of status characteristics at a .005 level. In Graphs V and 
VI, we find no variations in the percentages of father's occupations in 
the direction which permit us to make any hypotheses from our knowledge 
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occupational category (X = ~Z;=-~o~f~p~e~r~c~e~n~t~s~i~n~e~a~c~h~o~c~c~u~p~a~t~l~'o~n~a=l~c==a~t=e~g=o=r~y, 
4 4 
for four significant others) we find a different, but no more i nforma-
tive distribution of occupations (see Graphs VII and VIII). Because of 
the large percentage of housewives and students among reference groups, the 
third category dominates the distribution. In none of the categories 
where there are significant differences (.05 or greater) is there a rank 
variation as we would expect. 
The findings on school completion as a status attribute of 
reference groups related to academic achievement are somewhat more en-
couraging. Like the other attributes mentioned above,. the distribution 
of educational attributes for the four categories of achieving behavior 
is significant at the .005 level, which means that we can reject the 
initial null hypothesis for this variable and conclude that there is 
probably a significant relationship between reference groups and academic 
achievement. A more detailed breakdown reveals several relationships of 
importance. As Graphs IX and X show, for both men and women there is a 
significant difference in the expected direction of the percentages 
4. For the four graphs on the occupational attributes of reference 
groups, the following categorization of occupations has been used: 
1 = clerical and kindred workers, 2 = foremen, craftsmen, and kindred 
workers, 3 = housewives, students, and retired persons, 4 = laborers, 
5 = managers, officials, and proprietors, 6 = operatives and kindred 
workers, 7 = private household workers, 8 = professional, technical, 
and kindred workers, and 9 = sales workers. 
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Graph V 
Distribution of Fathers' Occupations : For Girls 
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Graph VI 
Dist r i bution of Fathers' Occupations: For Boys 
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Distribution of Occupations 
Among Significant Others : For Girls 
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Graph VIII 
Dis tribution of Occupations 
Among Significant Others: For Boys 
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uduated from high SChool. 5 Further hypotheses should be explored to 
. !ount for the wide fluctuations in educat i onal attainment among sig-
cicant others as revealed in Graphs IX - XVIII. In particular, it 
•.. J1d be worthwhile to explore the implications of t he high percent of 
I~ificant others in t he f irst categor y (some grade school, junior high 
nool, or high school ) for low achievers. Although the exact relation-
.ip is not clear , the data do support our expectations. Further ex-
'3.orations may allow us t o explain the data, using specific hypotheses 
~rl'(ed from reference group theory. 
6 
" In the following t wo graphs, roman numerals signify the following 
levels of school completion : I = grade school or some high school, 
II = high school graduate, III = attended t rade school or technical 
school, IV = attended college or junior college, V = went to some 
school after college. 
" For distributions of percentages for each significant other see 
Appendix IV, Graphs I-X. 
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Graph IX 
Average Level of School Compl etion: 
For t he Signifi cant Others of Girls 
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For Significant Others of Boys 
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Two additional measures were employed in assessment of the 
occupational attributes described above. By pas t employment continuity, 
we refer t o the reliance of signi ficant others on various forms of public 
or pr ivate assistance during periods of unemployment. Rather t han being 
interested in the particular forms of assistance, the question was de-
Signed to elicit information about job continuity, an important dimension 
123 
Graph X 
Average Level of School Completion: 
For Significant Others of Boys 
Two additional measures were employed in assessment of the 
oCCupational attributes descri bed above . By past employment continuity, 
we refer to the r eliance of signif icant others on various forms of public 
or private assistance during periods of unemployment. Rat her t han being 
interested in the particular forms of assistance, the question was de-
signed to elicit informat ion about job continuity, an important dimension 
. occupational position . Although t here is a significant difference 
.~~ level again) between the percent in different achievement groups 
wse significant others r evealed discontinuity in past employment, 
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>" aphS XI - XII r eveal almost no differences in average percent experi -
ncing employment discontinuity across the four l evels of achievement • 
.. high percentage for fathers of under achievers reveals the variable to 
be of great signi ficanc e for t hat group, although the results for the 
other three groups are mixed. 
Graph XI 
Percent Experiencing Employment Discontinuity: 
For Significant Others of Girls 
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Percent Experiencing Employment Discontinuity: 
For Significant Others of Boys 
The third dimension of occupational status explored, to discover 
its variation from a distribution which could be accounted for by chance, 
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.~ ;nates for all categories of achievers. 7 Because housewives and stu-
t ats are both classified as full time workers, the results may be slight-
. biased, but generally, there is little variation between levels of 
:hi8vement in this variable. 
Graph XV 
Duration of Employment f or the Fathers of Girls 
7. For Graphs XV _ XVIII roman numerals are used to represent the follow-
ing categories: I = full time, II = part time, III = seasonal, 
IV = out of work but looking for a job, V = out of work and not look-
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Average Duration of Employment: 
For Significant Others of Boys 
Another status attribute examined was participation in volun-
tary associations. Group membership has been equated with class position, 
edUcational level, and income in several studies. The use of the chi 
square to test the null hypothesis revealed that once again the initial 
hypothesis on the distribution of status attributes can be rejected at 
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~sociations for fathers of subjects in the four groups; XXI and XXII for 
;he mothers of subjects, and ~II and XXIV for the average of all 
reference individuals. In Graphs XXI and XIII we find interesting dis-
tributions in the proportions of mothers and significant others, respec-
tively, in the category of "membership in one group." Further investiga-
tion will be needed, however, to reveal the dynamics which contribute to 
thiS particular ranking. 
Graph XIX 
Participation in Voluntary 
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Graph xx: 
Participation in Voluntary 
Groups for Fathers of Boys 








Participation in Voluntary 
Groups for Mothers of Girls 
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Graph XXII 
Participation in Voluntary 
Groups for Mothers of Boys 
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Average Part i cipation i n Voluntary 
Groups for Significant Others of Boys 
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The graphs of the last status attribute, racial-ethnic distri-
bution, are the most interesting. While t hey suggest little to confirm 
or deny reference group theory in its relationship to academic achieve-
ment, they do make a major contribution to understanding the patterns of 
association which prevail in the community. Graphs XXV and XXVI reveal 
that choice of significant others within t he same racial group is 
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generally lower for higher achieving Negroes. What is more surprising is 
the consistency in this pattern, particularly for high and over achieving 
groUPS of both men and women. 
Graph XXV 
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Graph XXVI 
------ A~:~A~ 
Percent Negro Significant Others for Boys 
Among native born whites (Graphs XXVII and XXVIII) a similar 
consistency can be noted, but in this grouping greatest homogeneity 
OCCurs for high and over achievers, with lowest homogeneity found among 
the low achievers. 
Graph XXVII 
Percent Native Born White 
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Percent Native Born White 
Significant Others for Boys 
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For the children of foreign born whites (Graphs XXIX and XXX) 
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Graph XXIX 
Percent Immigrant White 










Percent Immigrant White 
Significant Others for Boys 
The most consistent pattern of association is found among the 
Spanish Americans (Graphs XXXI and xxx:n), who are primarily of Puerto 
Rican descent in this particular community. The pattern of associations 
here is the reverse of that found among native whites and much more like 
that of the Negroes. The greatest percentage choosing significant others 
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hoJl1ogeneity, which still does not exceed 25% of the significant others, 
is found in the low achieving group. Given these surprisingly consistent 
associations for all levels of achievement and the close parallel between 
Negro and Spanish-American patterns, exploration of the social charac-
teristics associated with each of these might yield significant results 
of relevance for the general reference group hypothesis. 
Graph XXXI 
Percent Spanish-American 
Significant Others for Girls 
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Significant Others for Boys 
Two important determinants of social position, age and sex, 
were used for further identification of the four significant others 
chosen in addition to the parents . The mo st interesting fact revealed 
by the graphs (XXXIII - XXXVI) on the percentage of significant others by 
sex is the consistency of the girls in the choice of both males and 
females as compared with the boys . This phenomenon should be explored to 
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see if there are any particular status characteristics associated with 
this pattern, for example, close peer groups or strong ties in the 
matrilinial family. 
Graph XXXIII 
Percent of Males Among 
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Percent of Females Among 
Significant Others: for Boys 
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The distribution of age groups (see Graphs XXXVII and XXXVIII) 
reveals little variation in the average percent in any single age group 
for either boys or girls. Wide variations in the ages of significant 
others in the different age categories indicate that further investiga-
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can be useel to either 




contraelict the central propositions 
Graph XXXVII 
Average Ages of Significant 
Others: For Girls 
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In general, the distribution of different soci al characteris -
3 reveals significant variations for different levels of achi evement 
30ut other status attributes controlled. Despite the fact that the 
tributions were probably such that they could not be accounted for by 
nce variation, the independent variations of each variable have 
onstrated little to support or deny the central tenets of the refer-
e group framework. Much finer analysis than the use of the chi 
.are will be needed to draw important conclusions about the status 
ributes of reference groups for academic achi evement . 
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CHAPTER IX 
THE SALIENCE OF SIGNIFICANT OTHERS 
The distributions on three measures of salience employed all 
~e chi square values greater than that needed to reject null hypothesis 
, a ,005 level. Thus we may observe i nitially that the dis t ribution of 
,lience, broken down by the four levels of achievement, is probably not 
t one would expect to f i nd by chance. 
Graphs I and II illustrate the distributions of average fre-
lency of interaction for the four achievement groups.l In each case, 
!ry few conclusions can be drawn about the importance of dif ferent 
;atus attributes for academic achievement because no controls for status 
;tributes have been employed. We can only notice the distributions of 
,equencies for the four levels of achievement. Of particular interest 
)r further exploration are the distributions for the lowest category of 
1teraction, in which subjects report interac tion with the significant 
ther less than once a week. 
For Graphs I 
interaction . 
once a week, 
and II, roman numerals designate different 
I = once a day or more, II = 3 or 4 times 
and IV = l ess than once a week. 
frequencies of 
a week, III = 
( 
Graph I 
Average Frequency of contact and 
Discussion With Significant Others: For Girls 
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Average Frequency of Contact and 
Discussion With Significant Others: For Boys 
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Graphs III and IV give the average frequency of discussion with 
significant others about how far he wants to go in school.
2 
Although 
very few di f f er ences between the four groupS of achievers are apparent , 
2 . The roman numerals designate different frequenc i es: 
week or more often, II = about once ever y two weeks, 
a month, and IV = less than once a month or never . 
I ~ about once a 
III = about once 
caearly, there i s variation across the population i n the f requency of 
such discussions. Furthe r exploration of this relat i vely constant vari a-
tion at all l evels of achievement might provide new insights either about 
the initial proposition that junior high school students actually talk 
wit h others about how far they want togo in school, or about the rele-
vance of social characteristics for determination of frequency of such 
discussion. 
Graph III 
Average Frequency of Discussion With Significant 
Others About Going on in School: For Girls 
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The distribution of the last measure of salience, diffUseness 
of interaction with s i gnifi cant others, is illustrated in Graphs V and 
vr. 3 Although there is a significant variation in the distribution of 
3. The roman numerals represent differences in the k i nds of things shared 
with significant others . I = share almost everything I think about 
with the signif icant .other, II = talk about some things with signifi-
cant others, and III = talk about only a few things with significant 
others. 
thOse with whom the subjects share their thoughts, a series of very 
specific hypot heses would need to be devel oped before one could adequate -
lY explore the differences. 
Graph V 
Average Diffuseness of Interaction 
Wit h Significant Others: For Girls 
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Average Diffuseness of Interaction 
With Significant Others: For Boys 
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~uite obviously, very little can be concluded about the sali-
ence of significant others without more decisive variations either be-
tween l evels of achievement or between various measures of salience . As 
with the other variables which have not appeared significant in this 
elementary analysis, further work, i n whi ch numer ouS var i abl es are 
,tch
ed 
or differentiated, is needed.
4 
This analysis has only demon-
rated that there is enough difference in the population t o merit 
.. tner work along these lines. 
4. See Appendix V. 
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A. THE THEORY 
CRAFTER X 
THE SUMMARY 
Significant others are those whose values, norms, and behaviors 
influence the values, norms, and consequently, the behaviors of the 
actor. The social determinants of action implied in this definition are 
central for sociological inquiry. Focus on the "group" as a unit, de-
fined in terms of its normative and structural boundaries, clearly demon-
strates this fact. At the same time, however, many actions are not sub-
ject to easily traced pressure from group structures or norms. Because 
this study focuses on roles not bounded by anyone social group, the unit 
of analysis must be more inclusive. Reference group theory provides such 
a framework . By using the theoretical scheme which has developed around 
the concept, the sociologist can continue study of the social dimension 
of human behavior without limiting himself to the study of group 
processes . Instead, significant others from many groups are considered. 
The studies of Stouffer and his associates in the American Soldier, of 
Newcomb in his analysis of attitude formation and maintenance among 
Bennington College students, and of the Sherifs in their analysis of 
juvenile gangs, have documented the importance of those outside existing 
group memberships for defining the normative structure to which an indi-
vidual's attitudes are related. Because there have been few stUdies of 
reference groups for behavior we have begun our theoretical discussion 
bY stating several of the points of convergence and diver gence between 
the concepts of group and reference group . 
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The underlying theme of conformity to norms has been studied as 
part of both group and reference group processes. The assumption of con-
formity t o the normative structure can be illustrated by looking at the 
concept of social class . Although not s trictly a group phenomenon, 
generalizations about class (which is, alas, but a social category at 
best) are built on the assumption that peculiar life styles develop at 
different class levels and represent regular social patterns. If these 
life styles represent conformity to class specific norms, then social 
mobility is indicative of "deviance" from these norms or, reciprocally, 
conformity to other norms .
l 
Because there has been little research on 
whose norms are adopted by the upwardly mobile, reference group theory is 
particularly apt. Hopefully the use of this concept in the study of 
social mobility will allow us to identify the individual contacts through 
which specific norms and techniques for mobility are diffused . 
In addition to adopting a concept from social psychology for 
the analysis, we have extended its application beyond its past usage. 
Although reference group theory has been used to explain conformity in 
1. "Deviance" is placed in CJ.uotes because of ambiguity in the literature 
between deviance resulting from biologically or socially induced ina-
bility to conform, · and deviance which is in fact conformity to norms 
which are at odds with those developed in the larger society or some 
part thereof. Henceforth, deviance will be used only in the first of 
the two meanings. 
attitudes, it has not been extensively applied to description of the 
normative context of behavior. Concomitant with the sociological empha-
sis on groups has been the study of behavior rather than attitudes . Be-
cause behaviors are of particular interest in this thesis, we have 
attempted to use the concept of reference group to explain concrete ac -
tions. This extension of the concept of reference group represents a 
significant modification which will make the findings of this study non-
comparable with those of others who have applied it only to the processes 
of attitude formation.
2 
The use of thi s particular theoretical framework has had three 
functions for the study of significant others for educational achievement 
of junior high school students . First, reference group theory extends 
the utility of many principles of social relationships already established 
for groups . The potential set of significant others is expanded to in-
elude any person with whom the students interact. A sociometric descrip-
tion of the cohort's social environment, rather than an enumeration of 
group memberships provides the star ting point for analysis. Secondly, by 
extending the principle of reference groups to the influence of signifi-
cant others on the normative context for behavior as well as that for 
attitude formation, we are able to utilize many of the insights developed 
in past sociological research (e .. g . , on stratif.ication) in which the 
2 . For an understanding of the process of influence assumed in this 
formulation the reader may find it helpful to refer to the schematic 
diagram presented on page 49 . 
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model of normative reference group has been implicit . Finally, we ar e 
able to develop a systemic paradigm for description of educational be-
bavior much broader than is possible in the study of intra- institutional 
or of group influences on role definition . 
B. TllE DATA 
1. Preliminary Results 
The results of the empirical investigation reviewed in Part III 
include only a preview of the analyses necessary to substantiate the 
major theoretical propositions. Because of the time and length limita-
tions, it has been necessary to restrict this preliminary review to that 
necessary for verification of the three null hypotheses stated at the end 
of chapter five . This presentation has nevertheless, demonstrated that 
there are at least variations between the profiles of different cate -
gories of achievers which are statistically significant and worthy of 
continued study. In addition to support for the three general state-
ments on the significance of the distributions, the section on the data 
provides the reader (and the author) with the macroscopic picture of the 
data necessary for probing later relationships of significance. 
In general, the preliminary data review allows us to speak much 
more conclusively about locational than about other social characteris-
tics of significant others . This is attributable primarily to the fact 
that no single "status attribute" measure is adequate for definition of 
the total status of a significant other. The measure of ethnicity is a 
a possible exception to the above generalization, for i t is indicative of 
bot h locational and status variables. The variance on this index demon-
strates that patterns of association between status attributes and 
educational achievement may be in the hypothesized direction . 
For each category of achievers, there ar e important variations 
in the location of significant others mentioned in different ordinal 
positions. We find, for example, that parents and other relatives are 
among the first named by high and over achievers, whereas peers become 
more prominent among those first mentioned as significant others by low 
achievers. Several interpretations (which need more substantive verifi-
cation in further study of the results) might be offered to account for 
the differences. 
Most obviously, we may hypothesize that the ordinal position 
i n which a person is named bears some relationship to the particular 
function(s) he performs for the actor (in this case the junior high 
school student). The answers to such a query may also be helpful in 
understanding the location of particular f unctions in the family and in 
the student's larger social network. We hypot hesize that these varia-
tions result from different type s of normative support needed to insure 
behavioral conformity. Quite possibly, the relationship between the 
ordinal positions of the significant others who are named reflects 
differences in a qualitative content of the r elationships which is 
theoretically important for our understanding of academic achievement. 
Secondly, findings on variation in relati ve percentage of 
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significant others in different locations have interesting theoretical 
~lications. The writings of Brookover and of Simpson (reviewed in 
Chapter seven) focus on influence as a function of structural positions . 
The statistically significant differences between percent of significant 
others in the five structural locations, for those exhibiting different 
levels of educational achievement, indicates that influence is probably 
not accounted for by chance alone. These variations in patterning be-
tween those exhibiting different levels of achievement are certainly 
~~tb continued exploration. The relatively greater importance of school 
personnel, among low and under achievers, for example, may enable us to 
make meaningful suggestions for restructuring pupil- teacher interaction. 
Some modes of interaction may be necessary for development of significant 
positive influence on educational behaviors. Certainly, these differences 
in percentage of significant others in various structural locations 
suggests an area needing further probes . 
There is, however, much more information collected than that 
which identifies locations of significant others . The relationship be-
tween status attributes of significant others and different levels of 
achievement for actors is the central focus of the thesis. Unfortunate-
ly, with the data analysis in its present form, we can draw very few con-
clusions about the correlation between the independent and dependent 
variables--socio-economic status of significant others and achievement 
for the students, respectively. The one variable for which we can draw 
tentative conclusions is that on the ethnic distribution of significant 
others. 
Among Negro and Puerto Rican students there is a striking posi-
tjve association between high achievement and the percent of significant 
others in other ethnic groups. Because the percentage of either Negroes 
or Puerto Ricans af high socia-economic status is significantly lower 
than the mean in the population, we can infer a positive relationship in 
the expected direction. High achievement appears to be correlated with 
the selection of a larger percentage of significant others from ethnic 
groupS having higher socio-economic status. Clearly many refinements are 
necessary before any conclusions can be positively stated, but the trends 
indicated in this first breakdown are sufficient bases for this tentative 
generalization. 
2. Areas of Further Analysis 
Many of the specific propositions built into the general theo-
retical design have yet to be SUbjected to empirical testing. As a pre-
view to this work, we shall outline several procedures for organizing the 
material, and explain briefly the techniques to be employed in later 
analysis. Unquestionably, this further study will provide the bulk of 
the substantive conclusions to be drawn from the data. 
Many of the problems which await testing are methodological 
rather than theoretical. To the extent that one goes beyond the develop-
ment of abstract theory to (1) the identification of major variables in 
the real world, and (2) the specification of measurement techniques; an 
empirical thesis must necessarily cope with substantive methodological 
problems. The data which are already gathered will permit us to comment 
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zttensively upon the verity of the theorized relationships. At the same 
t ime, scientific restraint makes it necessary that we recognize the 
weaknesses of both reification, and of inferring causal relationships 
wllere we find only correlation. 
The greatest measurement problems are associated with the 
"independent variable"--the status attributes of significant others. For 
thiS reason considerable effort has been devoted to construction of 
measures to identify these reference individuals and to determine their 
relative salience for the subjects. Although these two issues are in-
extricably united it is worthwhile to abstract the two components and 
discuss each of them in isolation. 
The problem of identification of significant others has become 
central to the logic of this thesis for several reasons. First, we find 
very little discussion of the meta-theoretical implications of the 
measures of significant others used in the past by Newcomb, Sherif, 
Stouffer, and others. Although there is extensive overlap between the 
indices utilized by these authors, little published data (besides that 
included in J. S. Coleman's Adolescent Society) is available on the 
differences between results which may arise from use of one measure or 
another. Not even Coleman attempts to explain the possible significance 
of such variation, or to justify the continued use of one measure as 
Opposed to another. A second issue arises because of the particular use 
made of the idea of reference group in this thesis. While others have 
concentrated exclusively upon reference groups for attitudes, the 
dependent variables in this study are primarily behavioral. The extent 
to which the same measures will yield the relevant results for behavior 
as for attitudes is problematic . This is another area which has been 
left open for inquiry. 
Finally, there are problems at a theoretical level with the 
validity of an approach which (1) talks about a generalized reference 
group for many behaviors over extended time periods, and (2) measures 
only those who at one particul"ar point in time are recognized as 
generalized significant others. With reference to the first point, some 
attempt will be made to determine the possibly varied functions of those 
who are mentioned as generalized significant others. Looking at the 
second problem, there is very little which can be done to test the com-
parative significance of those who are manifestly and those who are 
latently significant . The only technique which will be employed to 
illuminate the proposition that latency may be important is an attempt to 
see how much of the total variation in educational achievement is 
accounted for by these measures of recognized (manifest) significant 
others. 
The problem of saliency of significant others, as the reader 
can guess, is closely associated with those confronted in identification 
of significant others. We are not interested in the ident ification of 
just any significant other, but only in those who are "salient" for ex-
plaining educational achievement of this particular kind. At present 
there exist no theoretical rationale for "preferring one measure over 
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another. By using a number of different measures of significant others, 
however, we may employ regression analyses and other statistical tech-
niqueS to see which measures seem to account for more of the variation in 
the dependent variables. This procedure represents an attempt to develop 
methodological tools for the identification of our theoretically signifi-
cant variables; not an abandonment of theoretical concerns to the determi-
nation of statistical technique. At the same time, the matrix of socio-
economic characteristics and measvres of functionality of significant 
others (which must be included in any such regression analysis) are 
substantive rather than purely methodological in character . Several such 
problems in definition and understanding of these status attributes are 
potentially worthy of further examination . 
One of the first problems is to discover which of the socio-
economic characteristics measures in the thesis is most relevant for edu-
cational achievement . Although we can do no more than establish correla-
tions as a basis for our conclusions, the use of regression analysis 
techniques will at least show us which properties exhibit correlations 
and are therefore worthy of further consideration. At the same time, it 
is necessary to push beyond the simple indicators of socio- economic 
status which appear significant and establish new hypotheses suggested by 
these correlations. Further empirical studies could examine the relevant 
data and thus increase our understanding of the postulated causal chain . 
A second issue of interest is the study of the functions of 
significant others which may be identified by (1) the type of interaction 
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~ith the subject population of junior high school students, and (2) the 
structure in which they are l ocated. Given the extensive sociological 
theory and study of the relationship between structure and function, it 
would be useful to establish some initial propositions on the relation-
ship between position and functional significance of reference groups for 
academic achievement. For example, we might draw conClusions about the 
modal role of teachers which will enable us to understand why they are so 
infrequently mentioned as significant others by high achievers. One should 
be able to perform the same type of statistical analysis for this set of 
variables as one would for the measures of socio-economic attributes,and 
again establish additional hypotheses based on the observed correlations 
between the two sets of independent variables and academic achievement. 
A third question, what proportion of the observed variation in 
levels of academic achievement can be accounted for by this set of 
variables, is essential f or any research which purports to have practical 
application . Unfortunately, the answer to this question must await ex-
tensive analysis of all possible explanatory principles which can be 
test ed from the data. An extensive analysis of the data will enable us 
to more clearly define the nuances of what is meant by the influence of 
Significant others--quite obviously a problem which includes many areas 
of sub-interest. This kind of information is essential before one can 
develop any notion of the percent of total variability which can be 




Unfortunately, the summation of the material presented in this 
thesis does not provide the simple, easily identified, and quickly 
capsuled closing that the author might . hope. The many strands of thought 
are not yet tied together. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify the 
major avenues of thought and trace them up to this pOint . 
(1) The use of reference group theory as the major theoretical con-
cept in the thesis has r esulted in some interesting modifications in the 
use of the term. In the first place, it is applied strictly to refer-
ences for behaviors, rather than attitudes. Secondly, it permits a 
systematic view of influence not restricted by institutional or group 
boundar ies . 
(2) Preliminary results from the data analysis have demonstrated 
that variations in location of significant others are beyond what one 
would expect by chance alone and are therefore worth further study. 
Variations in the relative percentage of s i gnificant others in different 
structural locations for those at different levels of academic achi eve -
ment suggest that the series of postulates about the relationship of 
structure and function are a possible avenue for further study . Results 
obtained on the ethnic backgr ound of significant others strongly sugge st 
the fe asibility of the hypotheses on the relationship between status 
attributes and educational achievement . 
(3) Several areas for further analysis are also built into the 
thesis . These include (a) a series of measures of significant others 
designed to establish some initial data in the area of measurement, 
(b) several measures of salience, directed toward the same methodological 
ends, and (cl a series of three proposals for possible elaboration if the 




One need not be a perfectionist to have feelings of di ssatis -
faction about his M.A. thesis on a topic which would, even in its greatly 
reduced final form, take a lifetime of work to develop in satisfying de-
tail . Above all, I find myself explaining what has been produced in the 
ODe hundred fifty odd pages of this document as a good beginning, one 
which certai nly merits further investigation in the comi ng years . At the 
same time, however, it can be looked upon as one of the most valuable 
learning experiences to which I have been subjected up until this point 
and probably until it is time to apply the knowledge gained herein to a 
similar venture in the form of a Ph .D. dissertation. With these two 
thoughts running through my mind each time I think about the enterprise, 
perhaps it is worthwhile to document such concluding thoughts, which are 
only tangential to the substantive content of the thesis, in the hope 
that others may truly learn from the experience - -and maybe.come up wi th 
similar conclusions. 
Much of the ver b i age , and certainly much of the thought behind 
the thesiS, has been involved in staking out an area of interest and then 
attempting to actually define what within that area is worth studying and 
What it is possible to study . For better or worse, the deadlines of hav-
ing to get something down on paper caught me at the point where I was 
trying to somehow reconcile both my dissatisfaction with the highly 
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generalized level at which research had been done in this area and a de-
sire to somehow base my observations on what I had gleaned thus far from 
mY exposure to sociological thinking . The concept of reference group at 
the time, and still to some degree, was particularly intriguing in that 
it seemed to presuppose little other than that the social environment was 
somehow important for the determination of people's attitudes. I was not 
interested in attitudes, because they are generally so amorphous, but in 
hard replicable data on behaviors. Reference groups theory ·had not been 
used extensively in the study of how significant others might affect 
social behavior, so I was pushed back upon other literature in sociology 
to see if I could base my intuitive hunches on some body of theory or re -
search which was more concrete . There seemed to be some analogous kinds 
of reasoning underlying the kinds of thinking which had been done in the 
area of social stratification, so into that area I plunged to see what 
could be resurrected. As I say, it was a learning experience and one 
with which I am not terribly satisfied. I am not particularly happy with 
the manner in which I have dealt with ·either work on social stratifica-
tion on the one hand, or with the material on reference group, role, or 
identification processes on the other. What is more troublesome is that 
I have still reached no synthesis which is intellectually satisfying. 
Further pursuit of this borderline area between social psychology and 
sociology is certainly anticipated. Nevertheless, the thesis has given 
me something to which it will be possible to develop an antithesis and 
maybe even another synthesis . 
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Not only was much time spent on the development of a theo-
retical justification for the study, but even more time was devoted to 
the precise definition of those areas of the problem which could feasibly 
be studied. The measures employed as dependent variables will, I feel, 
continue to be valuable for they are universally recorded, eas ily avail-
able for sociological research purposes, and hence reliable and relative-
ly constant behavioral indices. The whole approach to identification, 
measurement of salience , and structural functional placement of signifi-
cant others leaves much to be desired. Beyond the methodological prob-
lems which were briefly touched upon in the last chapter there are many 
touchy theoretical problems which have not been mentioned. One of the 
more basic issues which I have not dealt with to my own satisfaction is 
that of conformity as a postulated constant. Current work being done in 
the study and measurement of social distance may shed some light on the 
dynamics implicit in my assumptions about conformity. 
Another issue, briefly mentioned in the summary chapters, was 
that of getting at latent as well as manifest influence. This will 
probably mean the development of either (a) mor e sophisticated interview 
schedules or, more probably, (b) the development of new ways for coll ect-
ing data which are of predictive value. 
Once again, a study was carried to the point where much data 
was coll ected and yet ver y little analysis carried through. This prac-
tice is probably one of the most persistent crimes of social scientists 
Who, like myself, lacking sufficient background and techniques and/or 
time never spend suffi cient time on the actual analysis --the meat of the 
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whole research process. One of the principal reasons for this , at least 
in my own case , is that before one has enough data to make for a meaning-
ful theoretical analysis, he is already far beycnd the scope of the 
material which he can easily and quickly analyze. This becomes in-
creasingly true as one attempts to get any kind of systemic picture and 
to avoid the pitfalls of survey research. A possible suggestion is to 
have those doing M.A. theses work on smaller segments of larger research 
projects in which the data have already been partially collected, or at 
least where the project has been thought out to some extent by others. 
The idea of carrying out an entire piece of empirical research to arrive 
at substantive conclusions may be completely unrealistic, given the time 
allocated for both M.A. and Ph.D. theses. 
Quite clearly, the above comments represent a self-conscious 
attempt to draw lessons from past experience . In retrospect, it is hard 
to say where one might have added, subtracted, or substituted in the 
definition of the required task. Certainly some such changes would alter 
the kinds of learning pOSSible, but whether or not these would be in a 
more beneficial direction for either myself or f or those who have been of 
continued assistance to me is difficult to assess. 
For better or worse, this stage of the research is now codified . 
Now the task at hand is to i mprove upon past ~esults. 
not write in this space 
--------
NaIIle -----------' --'------,~c=_ last first middle 
Sex: M F (circle one) 
Place of Birth 
(country and-state) 
Grade 
Age ________________ ___ 
This booklet contains questions about the people who are 
~portant in your life. The purpose of the questionnaire is to 
find out a few things about the people you meet, and to ' see how 
this affects what you learn in the classroom. 
The answers WILL NOT BE GRADED by your teachers or school , however 
they will be studied fo r scientific purposes by people at Oberlin 
College. The results may be nsed to help other students. Therefore 
it is important that you answer every question as S£cJll'_ately as 
possible. 
Here are a few things to keep in mind as you fill out this 
questionnaire: 
1. For every question that is numbered, mark your choice on the 
answer sheet. Be sure the number of the question you are 
answering and the number on the answer sheet are the same, 
2. Some of the questions are not numbered. The answers to these 
questions should be written in this questionnaire booklet. 
3. Answer ~erv question (unless you are specifically told to 
skip a particular question or series of questions). 
4. Answer every question as accurately as you can. 
5. Mark all your choices -- 1, 2, 3, etc. -- for the numbered questions 
2.!l the !l.!1lllitt sheet. Put all your write-in answers 1n :!::.llis 
gues~t2nna~ ~ooklet. 
EXAMPLES: 
1 Today the sky is what color? 
I blue 
2 grey 
What color is the skY today? (write-in your answer below) 
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2. In your family, who has earned !!!.ost of the money to pay most 
of the bills during your lifetime? 
1 your father or step-father 
2 your mether or step-mother 
3 both mother (or step-mother) and father (or stepfather) 
nearly equally 
4 someone else 
What kind of work has the person you checked in question #2 done 
during most of your life? What is this person's job? 
(If you checked "'both" , answer the question for your father 
or step-father.) 
(Examples: runs a milling machine at Ford, makes jewelry, is 
delivery man for laundry, is salesman, cleans houses, is 
a high school teacher, is disabled and cannot work, is 
not working, etc.) 
JOB IS : 
). How steady is this person's job? 
.1 works full-time 
2 works part-time 
3 has seasonal work 
4 is out of work, but looking for a job 
5 is out of work 
The next eight questions are about your father, step-father, or 
male guardian. Please anS>ler all of them as accurately as possible. 
4. What is your male guardian's exact relationship to you? 
(If you have no father, stepfather, or male guardian, mark 
#4 on your answer sheet and then ski p to the question marked 
with two stars (i< if) on page 3. 
1 is my father 
2 is ~ step-father 
3 is some other relation 





In which of the following categories does your father belong? 
(mark the answer on your answer sheet) 
1 Negro American 
2 white American 
3 Europian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
6. On the average, how often do you see and talk with your father? 
lance a day or more 
2 three or four times a ~ 
3 about om e a week 
4 less than once a week 
7. How often, on the average, do you talk with your father about 
how far you want to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a m£nth 
4 less than once a month or never 
8. On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with your father? 
1 almost everything I think about 
2 some things 
3 only a few things 
9. What is the farthest your father went in school? 
1 grade s chool , junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended business school., trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior college 
5 went to more school after college 
If your father is a member of any clubs or organizations (ego athletic 
leagues, church groups, lodges, cultural, school, business, or 
political groups) would you name some of them. If he is not a 





10. Has your father ever received unemployment compensation, public 




The next eight questions are about your mother, step-mother, or 
female guardian. Please answer all of them as accurately as possible. 
11. What is your female guardian's exact relationship to you? 
(If you have no mother, step-mother, or female guardian, 
mark #4 on your answer sheet and then skip to the three stars 
(,HH<) at the top of page 5.) 
1 is my mother 
2 is my step-mother 
3 is some other relation 
4 have no female guardian (skip to iHHc at the top of page 5) 
12. In which of the following categories does your mother belong? 
1 Negro American 
2 white American 
3 Europian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
13. On the average, how often do you see and talk with your mother? 
1 once a day or more 
2 three or four times a ~ 
3 about once a week 
4 less than once a week 
14. How often, on the average, do you talk with your mother about 
how far you want to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a ~~nJJ1 
4 less than once a month or never 
HAKE SURE THAT THE NUMBER OF THE QUESTION YOU ARE ANSWERING 
AND THE NUMBER ON THE ANSWER SHEET ARE THE SAME 
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15 . On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with this person? 
1 almost ever~~hing I think about 
2 some things 
3 only a few things 
16. What is the farthest your mother went in school? 
1 grade school, junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended business school, trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior COllege 
5 went on to more school after college 
If your mother is a member of any clubs or organizations (eg. church 
groups, lodges, school groups, womens clubs, political groups, etc.) 
would you please name some of them. If she is not a member 




17. Has your mother ever received unemployment compensation, 




BE SURE NOT TO SKIP ANY QUESTIONS UNLESS YOU ARE 
SPECIFICALLY TOLD TO DO SO. 
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*** We all have some people who are more important to us than others. 
sometimes we try to be like these people. Sometimes they are just 
good friends to us. 
We would like to know who are the four other people, besides your 
parents, who are most important to you. 
To help you remember these people quickly, here are some examples: 
older brothers or sisters, other relatives, your teachers or guidance 
counselors, your minister, priest, or rabbi, a coach or recreation 
worker, neighbors, or friends of your parents, etc. 
So that you can remember the person you are answering the following 
questions about, write the name of the first person you have thought 
of in the space below. 
NAME : 
18. Is this person a man or a woman? 
1 a man 
2 a woman 
19. In which of the following categories does this person belong? 
1 NegroAmeric~l 
2 white American 
3 1uropian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
20. What is this person's age? 
1 12 - 15 
2 16 - 21 
3 22 - 59 
4 60 or older 
21. On the average, how often do you see and talk with this person? 
1 once a day or more 
2 three or four times a week 
3 about once a week 
4 less than once a week 
64 
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22. How often, on the average, do you talk with this person 
about how far you want to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a month 
4 less than once a month or never 
2]. On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with this person? 
1 almost everything I think about 
2 some things 
3 only a few things 
What is this person's jot? What kind of work does he (or she) do? 
If this person is still in school, write "STUDENT . " 
JOB IS: 
24. How steady is this person's job? (If t~is person is a 
housewife or a student, mark #1.) 
1 works full-time 
2 works part-time 
3 has seasonal work 
4 is out of work and looking for a job 
5 is out of work 
25. Has this person ever received unemployment compensation, 
public assistance, veteran's disability benefits, aid to 
dependent children, or welfare of any kind? 
1 yes 
2 no 
26. What is the farthest this person has gone in school? (If this 
person is still in school, choose the answer which says where 
h~ or she is ~ in school.) 
1 grade school, junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended business school, trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior college 
5 went on to more school after college 




If this person is a member of any clubs or organizations that 
you know about (ego athletic leagues, church or lodge groups, 
school groups, business groups, or political groups, etc.) 
would you please name some of them. If he (or she) is not 
a member of any groups write "NONE" and go to the next question. 
2. 
Choose another person who has been important in your life and write 
his (or her) name in the space below. 
NAME: 
27. Is this person a man or a woman? 
1 a man 
2 a woman 
28. In which of the fOllowing categories does this person belong? 
1 Negro American 
2 white American 
3 Europian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
29. What is this person's age? 
1 12 - 15 
2 26 - 21 
3 22 - 59 
4 60 or older 
30. On the average, how often do you see and talk with this person? 
1 once a day or more 
2 three or four times a week 
3 about once a vmek 
4 less than once a week 




How often, on the average, do you talk with this person about 
how far you want to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a m~nth 
4 less than once a month or never 
32. On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with this person? 
1 almost everything I think about 
2 some things 
3 only.a few things 
What is this person's job? What kind of work does he (or she) do? 
(If this person is still in school, write "STUDENT. I, 
JOB IS: 
33. How steady is this person ' s job? (If this person is a housewife 
or a student, mark #1.) 
1 works full-time 
2 works part-time 
3 has seasonal work 
4 is out of work and looking for a job 
5 is out of work 
34. Has this person ever received unemplo~nent compensation, public 
assistance, veterans disability benefits, aid to dependent 
children, or welfare of any kind? 
1 yes 
2 no 
35. What is the farthest this person has gone in school? (If this 
person is still in school, choose the answer which says where 
he (or she) is NOW in school.) 
1 grade school, junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended business school, trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior college 




If this person is a member of any clubs or organizations that you 
know about, (eg. athletic leagues, church or lodge groups, 
school or cultural groups, business groups, or political parties, 
etc.) would you please name some of them. If he (or she) is 




Choose another person who has been important in your life and write 
his (or her) name in the space below, 
NAME: 
36. Is this person a man or a woman? 
1 a man 
2 a woman 
37. In which of the following categories does this person belong? 
1 Negro American 
2 white American 
3 Europian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
38. What is this person's age? 
1 12 - 15 
2 16 - 21 
3 22 - 59 
4 60 or older 
39. On the average, how often do you see and talk with this person? 
1 once a day or more 
2 three or four times a week 
3 about once a week 




How often, on the average, do you talk with this person 
about how far you want to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a m9nth 
4 less than once a month or never 
41. On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with this person? 
1 almost everythinggI think about 
2 some things 
3 only a few things 
What is this person's job? What kind of work does he (or she) do? 
(If this person is still in school, write "STUDENT. n 
JOB IS: 
42. How steady is this person's job? (If this person is a housewife 
or a student, mark Ill.) 
1 works full-time 
2 works part-time 
3 has seasonal work 
4 is out of work and looking for a job 
5 is out of work 
43. Has this person ever received unemployment compensation, public 
assistance, veterans disability benefits, a i d to dependent 
children, or welfare of any kind? 
1 yes 
2 no 
44. What is the farthest this person has gone in school? (If this 
person is still in school, choose the answer which says where 
he (or she) is NOW in 5 chool. ) 
1 grade school, junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended business school, trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior college 
5 went on to more school after college 




If this person is a member of any clubs or organizations that you 
know about, (eg. athletic leagues, church or lodge groups, 
school or business organizations, and cultural or political 
groups, etc.) would you please name some of them. If he (or she) 




Would you again choose a person who has been important to you 
in your life in some way and write his (or her) name in the 
space below. 
NAME: 
45. Is this person a man or a woman? 
1 a man 
2 a woman 
46. In which of the following categories does this person belong? 
1 Negro American 
2 white American 
3 Europian American 
4 Spanish American 
5 something else (or don't know) 
47. What is this person's age? 
1 12 - 15 
2 16 - 21 
3 22 - 59 
4 60 or older 
48. On the average, how often do you see and talk with this person? 
1 once a day or more 
2 three or four times a ~ 
3 about once a week 






How often, on the average, do you t alk wi t h this person about 
how far you w~~t to go in school? 
1 about once a week or more often 
2 about once every two weeks 
3 about once a month 
4 less than onc~ a month or never 
On the average, how many different kinds of things do you 
talk about with this person? 
1 almost everything I think about 
2 some things 
3 only a few things 
What is this person's job? ~~at kind of work does he (or she) do? 
(If thi s person is still in school, write "STUDENT" in the 
space below. 
JOB IS : 
Sl. How steady is this person's job? (If this person is a housewife 
or a student, mark #1.) 
1 works full-time 
2 works part-time 
3 has seasonal work 
4 is out .of work and looking for a job 
5 is out of work 
52. Has this person ever recei ved unemployment compensation, public 
assistance , veterans disability benefits, ai d to dependent 
children , or welfare of any kind? 
1 yes 
2 no 
53. What i .s the farthest this person has gone. in .school? (If this 
person is still in school, choose the answer which says where 
he (or she) 1.s NOv, in school. ) 
1 grade school, junior high school, or some high school 
2 graduated from high school 
3 attended busi ness school, trade school, or technical school 
4 attended college or junior college 
5 went on to more school after college 
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If this person is a member of any clubs or organizations t hat you 
know about, (eg. athletic leagues, church or lodge groups, 
school or business organizations, cultural clubs, or political 
parties, etc.; would you please name some of them. If he 




MAKE SUIm YOUR ANSWER SHElI"'T AND QUESTION NUMBERS ARE STILL THE SAME. 
This is the end of the questionnaire. If you have extra time go 
back over the parts you have completed and make sure that 
you have answered ~,!.~lJL question @££''!l'at~;t.;y:. 
Thank you 
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~OT-_-"0<,--__ "",",,.---__ GRADE ______ 5EX __ '--="T_DATE OF BIRTH :=J 
... FIRST MiddLE M OR F YEAR MONTH DAY 
=;;o'""'O"N"TTH"'OCC'''',---- AG E ___ SCHOOL __ -..-__________ CITY _ _____ _ 
... IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
BE SURE TO MAKE YOUR MARKS 
HEAVY AND BLACK 
ERASE COMPLETELY ANY ANSWERS 
YOU WISH TO CHANGE 
3 ;;::: 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
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~ 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
4 ::::: 5 ::::::: 
: 3 ::::::: 4 :::::: 5 :::::: 
4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
4 ~::: 5 ::::: 
4'::::: 5 ::::: 
4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 :::::: 4 :::::::: 5 :::::: 
: 3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
4 ::::: 5 ::::::: 
:: 3 ::= 4 ::::: 5 :::::::: 
4 ::::: 5 ::::::: 
- 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
3 ::==:: 4 ;::::: 5 ::::: 
~ 3 ::::: 4 :::::::: 5 ::::: 
:: 3:::':::: 4 :::::: 5 ::::: 
~ 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 =::=== 
: 3 : : ::: 4 ::::: 5 :::;:: 
~ 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 :::::::1 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
4 =::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
~ 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 :::;: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
: 3 :::.:::; 4 :::~: 5 ::::: 
. 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
. 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::::: 
3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 
2' ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
61 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
101 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 81 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
221 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 :::::- 5 ::::: 
261 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
30 I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::-- 5 ::::: 
341 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
381 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
42' ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
46' ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
50' ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
541 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
581 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
621 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
661 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
70 I ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
741 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
781 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
821 ::::: 2 ::::::: 3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
86 I ::::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
90 I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
941 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
981 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
10 21 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 a 61 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
11 01 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 1 41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 1 81 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: q ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 2 2' ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 2 61 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 3 a I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 341 ::::: 2 ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 381 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 421 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 4 61 =--....= 2. ::::: :3 :::::: 4 :::::::: 5 ::::: 
1 5 01 =:::: 2. ::::: :3 :::::: 4 ::::::: 5 ::::::: 
1541 ::::: 2. ::=: :3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5=::: 
1 5 81 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 :::::: 5 =:: 
o ::::: I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 
-
o ::::: I ::::: 2. :::::: :3 ::::: 4 
-
o ::::: 1 ::::: 2. :::::: 3 :::~: 4 -
o ::::: I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 -
o ::::: I :::::: 2. :::::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 
-
o ::::: I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: -
o ::;:: 1 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: -
o ::::: I::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 
-
o ::::: I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 
-
o ::::: I :::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 
31 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
71 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 11 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 51 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 9 1 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
231 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
271 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
3 11 ::::: 2 ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
351 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::::: 5 ::::: 
391 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
431 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
471 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
5 11 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
551 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 :::::: 4 :~::: 5 ::::: 
591 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
631 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
671 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
7 11 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
751 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
791 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
831 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
87' ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
9 11 ::= 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
951 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
991 ::::: 2 =:: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
10 31 ::::: 2. :::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1071 ::::: 2 ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 1 11 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1151 ::::: 2 ::::: "3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 1 91 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 2 3' ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 271 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
I 3 11 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 3 51 ::::: 2. :::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1391 ::::: 2 ::::: :3 ::::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 4 31 ::::: 2. ::= :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1471 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 :::::: 5::::: 
1 5 11 :::::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 5 5, ::::: 2. :::::::: 3 ::::::: 4 ::::::: 5 ::::: 
I 591 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 :::::: 5::::: 
5 :::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 :::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: e ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::~ e ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: e ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: e ::::: 9 ::::: 
5 ::::: 6 ::::: 7 ::::: 8 ::::: 9 ::::: 
41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
81 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
121 ::::: 2 ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
1 61 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
20 I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
241 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
28 I ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 :::-- 5 ::::: 
321 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
361 ::=::: 2. ::::: :3 :::::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
40 I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
441 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::::: 5 ::::: 
48 I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
521 ::::: 2 ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
561 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
60 I ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
641 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
681 ::::: 2. :::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::::::: 
721 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
761 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 :::::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
801 ::::: 2. ::::::: :3 :::::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
841 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
881 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
921 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
961 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
, 001 =::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
10 41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::::: 5::::: 
1 081 ::::::: 2. :::::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::::: 
1 1 21 ::::::: 2. ::::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
1 1 61 ::::: 2. :::::: :3 :::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 2 a I ::::: 2. ::::::: :3 ::::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 2 41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 281 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 3 21 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 3 61 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
14 01 ::::: 2. ~:::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 4 41 ::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 ::::: 
1 4 81 ::::: 2. ::::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 :::::: 
1521 :::::: 2. ::::: 3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5::::: 
1 5 61 ::::: 2. ::::: :3 ::::: 4 ::::: 5 : :::: 




LOCATIONS OF SIGNIFICANT OTHERS: 
PERCENT PER CATEGORY FOR EACH POSSIBLE LOCATION 
TITLE: A Percent of Significant Others Located in the 
Immediate Famil~: For GirlsI 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 42.2 40.7 33.3 33.3 37.37 1.80 
CHOICE 2 37 ·1 32.3 32.7 33.3 33.85 .43 
CHOICE 3 16.4 28.1 20.0 33. 3 24.45 7.20 
CHOICE 4 23·5 20.0 16.3 10.0 17.47 5.78 
MEAN % 29.82 30.27 25·57 27.47 28.20 .51 
TITLE: B Percent of Significant Others Located in the 
Immediate Family: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 29·7 40.7 30.6 18.8 29·95 8.02 * 
CHOICE 2 22.2 16.0 18·9 12.5 17.40 2.94 
CHOICE 3 10.0 7.1 21.2 26.7 16.25 15.78 * 
CHOICE 4 10·5 18.5 13.3 8.3 12.65 4.60 
MEAN % 18.10 20 . 57 21.00 16.57 19·06 .64 
1 The total populations on which the percentage figures are based vary con-
siderably. The maximum possible for each group of achievers (answers for 
particular items are based on smaller totals because of incomplete 
schedules) is as follows: 
Girls: high achievers, 68; over achievers, 32; low achievers, 61; under 
achievers, 12. 
Boys: high achievers, 43; over achievers, 32; low achievers, 39; under 
achievers, 16. 
* Distribution is significant at a .05 level or higher. 
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TITLE: C Percent of Significant Ot hers Who Are Relatives : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI -SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE ~ 25·0 18 .5 13. 0 16 . 7 18. 30 4 .13 
CHOICE 2 32 . 3 29·0 9·1 25.0 23 .85 13.28 * 
CHOICE 3 42 .6 21. 9 14. 5 19·75 38 .15 * 
CHOICE 4 24. 5 30.0 24 . 5 10 .0 24. 75 31.00 * 
MEAN % 33. 60 24 .85 15. 27 12 ·92 21.66 12 .46 * 
TITLE: D Percent of Significant Other s Who Are Relatives : For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOI CE 
CHOICE 1 40 . 5 22.2 19· 4 31.3 28 . 35 9·67 * 
CHOI CE 2 47 .2 40 . 0 16 .2 31.3 33 .67 15 .85 * 
cmICE 3 45 .0 50. 0 24.2 26. 7 36 . 47 13. 75 * 
CHOICE 4 50 .0 37 . 0 20 .0 25.0 33 .00 16 . 30 * 
MEAN % 45 . 67 37 . 30 19 · 95 28 · 57 32 · 87 15 ·30 
TI TLE: E Percent of Signi ficant Ot hers Who Are School Personnel : 
For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI -SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 1. 6 .40 4 .80 
CHOICE 2 3.2 6 . 5 1.8 8 . 3 4 .95 5. 37 
CHOICE 3 6 .6 1.8 8 .3 4 .17 1. 10 
CHOICE 4 1. 8 3.3 6 .1 20 .0 7.80 26 . 66 * 
MEAN % 3. 30 2.35 2 .40 9.15 4. 30 7.42 
TITLE: F Percent of Significant Others Who Are School Personnel: 
For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CIlOICE 
CHOICE 1 2·7 2. 8 6.3 2 ·95 6.78 
CIlOICE 2 5. 6 5.4 6.3 4.32 5.87 
CHOICE 3 7· 5 3 .0 20 .0 7.62 30 · 53 * 
CHOICE 4 7·9 3.7 3. 3 16.7 7·90 14 . 72 * 
MEAN % 5·92 ·92 3 .6 12.32 5.69 11.99 * 
TITLE: G Percent of Significant Others Who Are Adults Not 
Classified Above: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CmICE FOR CmICE 
CHOICE 1 10·9 18.5 13 . 0 8 . 3 12.67 4.44 
CHOICE 2 8.1 9·7 16.4 8 .3 10 .62 4 . 32 
CHOICE 3 14.8 21.9 21. 8 25.0 20.87 2 .67 
CHOICE 4 10 · 9 20.0 16 . 3 10.0 14.30 4 .65 
MEAN % 11.17 17·52 16.87 12·90 14.61 2.81 
TITLE: H Percent of Significant Others Who Are Adults Not 
Classified Above : For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 10.8 14.8 19 .4 31. 3 19 ·07 12 ·39 * 
CHOICE 2 8 .3 36.0 16.2 12 ·5 18 .25 24.73 * 
CHOICE 3 10.0 2. 14 18.2 20 .0 17.40 4.49 
CHOICE 4 2 .6 14 .8 26 . 7 16 . 7 15·20 19 · 30 * 
MEAN % 7·92 21. 75 20 .12 20 .57 17·59 7.16 
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TITLE : I - Percent of Si gnificant Others Who Are Peers : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FCR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 20·3 22.2 27 .8 17 · 5 19·67 7.82 * 
CHOICE 2 19·4 22.6 43.2 37·5 26.32 56.10 * 
CHOICE 3 19 · 7 28.1 33 · 3 6 .7 22.22 17.64 * 
CHOICE 4 29 ·1 26.7 36.7 33 .3 32. 12 1.21 
MEAN % 22 .12 24.90 35 .25 22 . 50 25 .08 5.60 
TITLE: J Percent of Significant Others Who Are Peers : For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR COOICE FOR CHOICE 
CHOICE 1 16 .2 22.2 27.8 17 . 5 19· 67 7. 82 * 
CHOICE 2 16 . 6 8.0 43 .2 37 · 5 26.32 56 .10 * 
CHOICE 3 27·5 21.4 33 · 3 6.7 22.22 17. 64 * 
CHOICE 4 28 · 9 29·6 36 .7 33 . 3 32.12 1. 21 
MEAN % 22·30 20.30 35 ·25 22 . 50 25.08 5. 60 
APPENDIX III 
TABLE II 
RANK ORDERING OF LOCATION OF SIGNIFICANT OTBERS 






































































THE PLACEMENT OF THE BREADWINNER IN THE 
FAMILY STRUCTURE FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF ACHIEVEMENT 
TITLE: A Placement of Breadwi nner in the Family Structure: 
Percent~e Distribution For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR PERSON FOR PERSON 
Father 89 .7 81.2 73 .7 83 .3 81.97 1. 59 
Mother 4.4 6.2 9·8 0 5.10 9. 76 * 
Both 5. 8 12 . 5 14.7 16.6 12.40 5.36 
Someone 
else 0 0 1.6 0 2 
TITLE: B Placement of Breadwinner in the Famil y Structure : 
Percentage Distribution For Bo~s 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR PERSON FOR PERSON 
Father 95·3 87 . 5 89 ·7 89 ·5 90 .00 .38 
Mother 2.3 9·3 2 . 5 0 
Both 2.3 3.1 7.6 12. 5 6.37 10.41 
Someone 
else 0 0 0 0 
2 The Chi-Squared calculated only for those tables where the expected fre-


















VARIATION IN FAMILY STRUCTURE FOR 
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF ACIilEVEMENT 
Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Are Natural Parents: For Girls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
88 .2 96 .7 83.0 100.0 91.97 
98 . 5 96 .8 98 .3 100.0 98 .40 
Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Are Natural Parents: For BOls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACIilEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR COOICE 
95 . 3 100 .0 92 ·3 93 . 7 95 ·32 
97 .6 100.0 97 .4 93.7 97.17 
Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Are SteE-Ear ents : For Girls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % 
ACIilEVERS ACIilEVERS ACIilEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
7·3 0 3·3 0 












TITLE: D Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Are Step-parents: For Boys 
PERCENT IDGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CID-SQUARED 
NAMED ACIDEVERS ACHIEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 4 .6 0 5.1 6.2 
Mother 2.3 0 2.5 6.2 
TITLE: E Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Bear Some Other Relation to Respondent: For Girls 
PERCENT IDGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CID-SQUARED 
NAMED ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
MALE 0 3.2 3.3 0 
FEMALE 0 3.1 0 0 
TITLE: F Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Bear Some Other Relation to the Respondent: For Boys 
PERCENT IDGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CID-SQUARED 
NAMED ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS FOR CHO ICE FOR CHOICE 
MALE 0 0 0 0 
FEMALE 0 0 0 0 
TITLE: G Percent Who Have No Male or No Female Guardian: For Girls 
PERCENT IDGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CID-SQUARED 
NAMED ACIDEVERS ACmEVERS ACHIEVERS ACIDEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
No Male 4.4 0 10.1 0 
No Female 0 0 0 0 
TITLE: H Percent Who Have No Male or No Female Guardian: For Boys 
PERCENT IDGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CID-SQUARED 
NAMED ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACIDEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
No Male 0 0 2.5 0 
No Female 0 0 0 0 
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TITLE: D Percent of Male and Femal e Guardians Who 
Are Step-parents : For Bo~s 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 4.6 0 5·1 6.2 
Mother 2 .3 0 2.5 6 .2 
TITLE: E Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Bear Some Other Relation to Respondent: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
MALE 0 3 . 2 3 . 3 0 
FEMALE 0 3.1 0 0 
TITLE: F Percent of Male and Female Guardians Who 
Bear Some Other Relation to the Respondent: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 











TITLE: G Percent Who Have No Mal e or No Female Guardian: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI -SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
No Male 4.4 0 10.1 0 
No Female 0 0 0 0 
TITLE: H Percent Who Have No Male or No Female Guardian: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
No Male 0 0 2 . 5 0 























VARIATION BY OCCUPATIONAl GROUPINGS 
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF ACHIEVEMENT 
Per cent of Clerical and Kindred Workers Among 
Significant Others :3 For Girls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED i 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
1.7 0 10.8 0 
3 ·1 3· 3 6 . 0 
3·3 0 5. 6 
9 · 3 3. 3 3.7 
3.2 0 2.2 
4 .12 1.32 5.660 
Percent of Cleri cal and Kindred Workers Among 
Si~ificant Ot hers: For BOls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
2 . 7 4.0 8 . 5 7.1 5·57 
5.2 3· 5 0 0 
5·7 3. 7 0 
0 0 3.5 
0 7.4 0 9 ·0 







3 Occupation given for father/mother category i s always t hat of the father 























VARIATION BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUPINGS 
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF ACHIEVEMENT 
Percent of Clerical and Kindred Workers Among 
Significant Others:) For Girls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
1.7 0 10.8 0 
3.1 3. 3 6 .0 
3.3 0 5.6 
9·3 3 .3 3.7 
3.2 0 2.2 
4.12 1.32 5.660 
Percent of Clerical and Kindred Worker s Among 
Significant Others: For Boys 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
2·7 4.0 8.5 7.1 5· 57 
5.2 3·5 0 0 
5·7 3.7 0 
0 0 3.5 
0 7.4 0 9·0 







3 Occupation given for father/mother category is always that of the father 
unless the mother is the breadwinner of the family. 
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TITLE : C Percent of Craftsmen, Foremen and Kindred Workers 
Among Significant Others: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 
37·9 29·6 27.0 54.5 37.25 12.39 * Mother 
CHOICE 1 4.6 3.3 0 0 
CHOICE 2 3·3 0 1.8 8.3 
CHOICE 3 0 6.6 1.8 8.3 
CHOICE 4 4.8 0 6.6 0 
MEAN % 10.12 7·9 7.44 14.22 
TITLE : D Percent of Craftsmen, Foremen and Kindred Workers 
Among Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 32.4 28.0 28.5 35·7 31.15 1.25 Mother 
CHOICE 1 5.2 21.4 8.8 14 .2 12.40 12.01 * 
CHOICE 2 0 7.4 6.2 7.0 5.17 6·98 
CHOICE 3 7.8 7.4 3.5 0 
CHOICE 4 3.0 3.7 3·7 9·0 
MEAN % 9·68 13.58 10.14 13.20 
TITLE : E Percent in Non-occupational Categories (Student, 
Housewife, Retired) Among Significant Others: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 
Mother 
0 3.7 0 0 
CHOICE 1 76.5 66.6 84 .0 91.6 79·67 4.29 
CHOICE 2 69·4 68.9 73·5 66.6 69·60 .35 
CHOICE 3 70.3 66.6 79·2 83.3 74.85 2.39 
CHOICE 4 75.8 65.5 6.6 77.7 56.40 60.15 * 
MEAN % 58.4 54.26 48.66 63.84 
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TITLE: F Percent in Non-occu ational Cate ories (Student, 
Housewi fe, Ret ired Among Signi ficant Others : For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 0 0 2.8 0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 60 . 5 46 . 4 76 . 4 64.2 61.87 7. 39 
CHOICE 2 77· 1 55 . 5 78.1 71.4 70.52 5.64 
CHOICE 3 57 .8 66.6 53.5 53 .8 57·92 1.93 
CHOICE 4 66 .6 55 · 5 70·3 63. 6 64 .00 1. 85 
MEAN % 52.4 44.8 56 .20 50 .6 
TITLE: G Percent of Laborers (Unskilled, non- servi ce) Workers 
Amon~ Significant Others: For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS .· ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 
32 ·7 33. 3 43 .2 27 ·2 34.10 3· 90 Mother 
CHOICE 1 4. 6 13. 3 4.0 0 7. 30 14.72 * 
CHOICE 2 8.4 6 .8 11.3 0 6.62 10.41 * 
CHOICE 3 9 · 3 6 .6 5.6 0 5.37 8 . 53 * 
CHOICE 4 8 .0 10 . 3 4. 4 0 5. 67 10 .69 * 
MEAN % 12 .6 14 .06 13 .70 5.44 
TITLE: H Percent of Laborers ~Unskil1ed, Non- service ) Wor ker s 
Among Significant Other s : For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 40 · 5 36 .0 31.4 35 ·7 35 .90 1.15 Mother 
CHOICE 1 5·2 17 .8 2 ·9 0 6 .47 28 . 53 * 
CHOICE 2 8 . 5 18 . 5 6 .2 0 8 . 30 21.37 * 
CHOICE 3 13·1 11. 1 10.7 7. 6 10.62 1.46 
CHOICE 4 6 .0 3. 7 7.4 9 ·0 6.52 2.32 
MEAN "/0 14. 67 17.42 11. 720 10.46 
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TITLE : I Percent of Managers and ProErietors Among 
Significant Others : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 5.1 11.1 2·7 0 4 . 72 14 .23 * Mother 
CHOICE 1 0 6 . 6 0 1.65 18 .15 * 
CHOICE 2 1.6 10 . 3 0 2·97 21.69 * 
CHOICE 3 0 6 .6 1.8 2 .10 11. 57 * 
CHOICE 4 1.6 10 . 3 0 2 ·97 21.69 * 
MEAN % 1. 66 8· 98 ·9 
TITLE: J Percent of Managers and ProErietors Among 
Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOrCE FOR CHOICE 
Father 0 8 .0 0 7.1 Mother 
CHOICE 1 7.8 3. 5 14 .2 6 . 37 17 .61 * 
CHOICE 2 0 0 7 ·1 
CHOICE 3 0 3. 7 7·1 0 
CHOICE 4 3. 0 7.4 0 0 
MEAN % 2 .16 4 . 520 1.42 5.680 
TITLE: K Percent of 0Eeratives and Kindred Workers Among 
Significant Others : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOrCE FOR CHOICE 
Father 8 .6 11.1 16 .2 9 ·0 11 .2 3·27 Mother 
CHOICE 1 0 0 2. 0 0 
CHOICE 2 0 0 1.8 0 
CHOICE 3 1. 5 0 0 0 
CHOICE 4 0 0 0 0 
MEAN % 2.02 2.22 5 1.80 
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TITLE: L Per cent of Operat i ves and Kindred Workers Amon~ 
Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 CHI-SQ,UARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 
13·5 4.0 20.0 0 9·37 26 . 33 Mother 
CHOICE 1 0 0 0 0 
CHOICE 2 0 3. 7 0 0 
CHOICE 3 0 0 o · 0 
CHOICE 4 0 0 0 0 
MEAN "/0 2 · 70 1. 54 5 0 
TITLE: M Percent of Private Household Workers Among 
Si~ificant Others : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 CHI-SQ,UARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 0 0 0 0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 0 3 .3 0 0 
CHOICE 2 1.6 0 0 8 .3 
CHOICE 3 0 0 0 0 
CHOICE 4 0 0 2 .2 0 
MEAN "/0 . 32 . 66 .44 1.66 
TITLE: N Percent of Private Househol d Workers Among 
Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 0 0 0 0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 0 0 0 0 
CHOICE 2 0 3. 7 0 0 
CHOICE 3 0 0 0 0 
CHOICE 4 0 0 0 0 
MEAN "/0 0 .74 0 0 
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TITLE: 0 Percent of Professional, Technical and Kindred 
Workers Among Significant Others : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 1.2 11.1 0 0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 7. 8 0 2 .0 0 
CHOICE 2 8. 4 6.8 5.6 16 .6 9 · 35 7 ·92 
CHOICE 3 9 · 3 3·3 3· 7 8 . 3 6 .15 4 . 66 
CHOICE 4 4. 8 10 . 3 15.5 22 .2 13 ·20 12 .52 * 
MEAN % 6 .30 6. 30 5. 36 9 . 42 
TITLE: P Percent of Professional, Technical and Kindred 
Workers Among Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI- SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 5.4 8 .0 8 . 5 14 .2 9·02 4 . 57 Mot her 
CHOICE 1 7.8 3. 5 11. 7 7 .1 7· 52 4.51 
CHOICE 2 2. 8 7.4 9 · 3 14.2 8 . 42 7·93 * 
CHOICE 3 18 .4 11.1 17 .8 38. 4 21.42 19 ·47 * 
CHOICE 4 21. 4 18. 5 18 . 5 9 · 0 16 .80 5.23 
MEAN % 11.12 22. 24 13 .16 16. 58 
TITLE: g, Percent of Sal es Worker s Among Si gnifi cant Others : For Girls 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 1.7 0 0 9 ·0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 3 .1 3· 3 2 .0 8 .3 
CHOICE 2 3. 3 6. 8 0 0 
CHOICE 3 0 6. 6 3 · 7 0 
CHOICE 4 1.6 3 .4 2 .2 0 
MEAN % 1.94 5·02 1. 58 3.46 
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TITLE: R Percent of Sales Workers Among Significant Others: For Boys 
PERCENT HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED % CHI-SQUARED 
NAMED ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE FOR CHOICE 
Father 5.4 12.0 0 0 Mother 
CHOICE 1 7.8 3.5 0 0 
CHOICE 2 5.7 0 0 0 
CHOICE 3 2.6 0 3. 5 0 
CHOICE 4 0 3·7 0 0 
MEAN % 5. 37 3.84 7·0 0 
GRAPH I Percent of significant others completing 
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GRAPH II Percent of significant others completing 
grade school, junior high school, or some high school. For Boys 
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GRAPH III Percent of significant others 
completing high school. For Girls. 
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GRAPH IV Percent Of significant others 
completing high school. For Boys. 
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GRAPH V Percent of significant others who 
attended business, trade or technical school. For Girls. 
GRAPH VI Percent of significant others who 
attended business, trade or technical school. For Boys . 
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GRAPH VII Percent of significant others 
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GRAPH VIII Percent of significant others 
who attended college or junior college. For Boys . 
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GRAPH IX Percent of significant others who 
went on to school after college. For Girls . 
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LEVEL OF SCHOOL COMPLETION AMONG SIGNIFICANT OTHERS 
FOR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF AcmEVEMENT 
Percent of Significant Ot hers Co~leting Grade School z 
Junior High School, or some high school : For Girl s 
mGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
36 .0 40.0 64 .7 54. 5 48.80 
31.8 29 ·0 68 .9 27 .2 39·22 
47. 6 54 .8 70 .0 90 ·9 65 .82 
53 ·2 46 .8 65 . 5 54 . 5 55 .00 
45· 9 64·5 70.1 70 .0 62.62 
65.5 51.6 63 .4 50.0 57.62 
46 .666 47 .783 67 .10 57.850 
Percent of Significant Others ComEleting Grade School! 
Junior High School! or Some High School : For BOls 
HIGH OVER LOW UNDER EXPECTED "/0 
ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS ACHIEVERS FOR CHOICE 
24. 3 41.9 54 .0 37 . 5 39 ·42 
24. 3 54.8 39·4 18.7 34 .30 
50 .0 40.6 75.0 46 .6 53 .05 
42 .5 54 .8 66.6 40 .0 50·97 
56 .4 58 .0 54 .8 50.0 54.80 
40 .0 46 .6 68 ·9 36 .3 In ·95 




10 .79 * 







11. 48 * 
23 .02 * 
12 ·96 * 
8.89 * 
0.65 
13. 34 -)(-
